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Abstract
Regarded as one of the most promising transmission techniques for future wire-
less communications, the discrete cosine transform based multicarrier modulation
(DCT-MCM) system hold several inherited advantages over the discrete Fourier
transform (DFT) based one (DFT-MCM). However, various technical challenges
that hinder practical use of DCT-MCM need to be addressed, e.g., enhanced
transceiver design and extensions into several important 5th Generation (5G)
communication scenarios. The overall objective of the proposed research is to
investigate some of the key practical challenges and optimise the receiver im-
plementation of general DCT-MCM systems, by which effective solutions are
proposed for different future wireless communication scenarios.
First, an optimised transmitter structure for the pre-filtering based DCT-MCM
system is established to improve the overall system performance. We therefore
analyse the pre-filtering effect and investigate the output signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) gain among all subcarriers. Based on the derived instantaneous output
SNR expression, the minimum-mean-square-error (MMSE) and maximum like-
lihood (ML) detections are re-designed to effectively compensate the coloured
noise effect after pre-filtering at the receiver.
Second, we give the system model and performance analysis for the pre-filtering
based DCT-MCM system in the presence of transceiver imperfections. In par-
ticular, an analytical expression in terms of desired signal, ICI and inter-symbol
interference (ISI) is presented by considering carrier frequency offset (CFO), tim-
ing offset (TO) and insufficient guard sequence between symbols. In order to
compensate for these imperfections, an advanced technique called zero forcing
based (ZF-based) iterative channel detection algorithms are proposed to provide
significant gain compared with conventional detection methods in terms of BER
performance.
Third, in order to render the DCT-MCM applicable to multiple-input multiple-
output (MIMO) systems, we trace back to the zero-padding based implementation
method for DCT-MCM. Based on the double number of de-multiplexed symbols,
we reformulated three effective detection algorithms to maximise the performance
gain. Among of the three, we found that the equal gain combining (EGC) based
algorithm could successfully achieve the signal transmission on DCT-MCM in
MIMO scenarios without interference introduced.
Finally, an enhanced structure of DCT-MCM with index modulation (IM) tech-
nique (which is called the EDCT-OFDM-IM) is proposed to further increase the
spectral efficiency as well as its bit-error rate (BER) performance. Based on
the approximate pairwise error probability, a theoretical upper bound on the av-
erage bit-error probability of EDCT-OFDM-IM is derived in closed form over
frequency-selective Rayleigh fading channels. The achievable performance of our
proposed EDCT-OFDM-IM scheme is analysed from several aspects including the
spectral efficiency, corresponding Euclidean distance (ED), the peak-to-average
power ratio (PAPR) value and its robustness against frequency offset. We demon-
strate that the DCT-OFDM-IM scheme is comparable with the DFT-OFDM-IM
counterpart in terms of PAPR but is more robust to the ICI effect.
Key words: DCT-MCM, effective detections, index modulation, multiple-input
multiple-output, imperfections, performance analysis.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Scope and Challenges
As an effective multicarrier modulation (MCM) scheme, orthogonal frequency di-
vision multiplexing (OFDM) has been studied and employed for wireless and wire-
line communication over broadband channels over the past two decades. By di-
viding the wideband channel into a large number of parallel narrow non-dispersive
sub-channels, the task of high data rate transmission over a frequency selective
channel has been transformed into number of parallel low data rate transmissions
by which the equalizer structure could be significantly simplified [40, 52]. Bene-
fiting from that, OFDM has been widely deployed in many wireless communica-
tions standards, such as wireless local area net (LAN), digital video broadcasting
(DVB), and European standard HIPERLAN/2, and others as well as the 4th
Generation (4G) wireless standards [1, 40, 42, 48] which is called the Long Term
Evolution Advanced (LTE-A). They have successfully set out to fix the flaws of
their predecessor and make consuming data less of an unpleasant experience.
However, for the forthcoming new generation, which is regarded as the 5th Gen-
eration (5G), a paradigm shift from previous standards is required. In particular,
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the 5G is being designed to significantly improve the performance, flexibility,
scalability and efficiency of current mobile networks, and to get the most out of
the available spectrum, be that licensed, shared or unlicensed, across a wide vari-
ety of spectrum bands [6,14,68]. This brings out three general designation of 5G
services namely as Enhanced Mobile Broadband (eMBB), Ultra-reliable and Low-
latency Communications (uRLLC) and Massive Machine Type Communications
(mMTC), respectively. All of those new services pose some key challenges to fulfil
the requirements for the 5G communication systems, which can be summarized
as follows:
• Enhanced Mobile Broadband
Targeting at high transmission rates for data hungry applications, eMBB is
able to improve customers’ experience on data-intensive applications, like
video streaming or immersive gaming, from the mobile device side. How-
ever, it requires flexible and efficient use of all available spectrums from low
band to high band. The technologies that will make it happen include Giga-
bit LTE, massive MIMO, advanced multiple access technologies, spectrum
sharing techniques and advanced channel coding.
• Ultra-reliable and Low-latency Communications
It is well known that the uRLLC will pen the doors to emerging wire-
less services, such as autonomous driving and Tactile Internet applications
which requires extremely high reliability, availability and security as well.
To support uRLLC, Some of the challenges, particularly in the downlink di-
rection, are related to the reliability requirements for both data and control
channels, the need for accurate and flexible link adaptation, reducing the
processing time of data retransmissions, and the multiplexing of uRLLC
with other services [45].
• Massive Machine Type Communications or Massive Internet-of-things (IoT)
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The IOT is an internet extension as we know it today by employing a multi-
tude of sensors to it without wirelines [28,51]. Narrowband IoT will be en-
hanced with capabilities like voice support, lower latency, location services,
device mobility and broadcast for efficient over-the-air (OTA) firmware up-
dates. However, the distances between the device and all access points it is
attached to are diverging and their respective carrier frequencies may dif-
fer to some extend (in fractions of the subcarrier width) [7, 50]. Therefore
perfect synchronization, as required in LTE appears not to be cost effective
or even possible for a user-centric future system. In this regard, it is obvi-
ous that the air interface of 5G very likely needs to be better suited to a
lower degree of synchronization as demanded by OFDM, which suffers from
strong inter-carrier interference in this case.
1.2 Motivations and Research Objectives
Due to the practical limitations described in the previous section, conventional
OFDM system is thus a poor solution to overcome the new challenges and fulfil
the next generation demands. Although the exact waveform and multiple access
implementation for 5G has not yet been decided, it is generally accepted that
the OFDM-based family of waveforms will be optimised and taken into use for
5G. In this regard, in recent yers, multiple OFDM variants have attracted much
concern for different use cases and deployments. Among of them, one spectrally-
efficient transmission candidate as a complementary waveform for 5G, which use
discrete cosine transform (DCT) pair for multiplexing and de-multiplexing instead
of traditionally used discrete Fourier transform (DFT) pair, is named the DCT-
based MCM (which is also called DCT-OFDM or Fast-OFDM). One important
property of the DCT-OFDM scheme is that, under the same symbol period, only
half of the minimum subcarrier spacing is required as in classic DFT-OFDM
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to guarantee its subcarrier orthogonality. Consequently, the total number of
subcarriers in the DCT-OFDM system occupying the same bandwidth is doubled,
which brings great connectivity to IoT or mMTC scenarios. On the other hand,
its energy concentration property which leads to enhanced robustness against ICI
render it promising candidate for some uRLLC scenario employments.
By using the DCT pair as multiplexing/de-multiplexing operations, many appeal-
ing benefits for the DCT-OFDM system implementation are verified. Particularly,
the fast DCT algorithms could reduce the computation complexity compared to
the fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithms. In addition, due to excellent en-
ergy concentration and spectral compaction properties inherited by DCT, the
DCT-OFDM is proven to be more robust against the ICI effect. Although, the
literature research activities on the DCT-OFDM system have been developed
from the perspective of the inherited benefits by using DCT pair and their prac-
tical implementations, various issues still remains open. Here, we identify two
research gaps among the existing literatures, as follows:
• Despite the system structure of DCT-MCM has been effectively imple-
mented by exploiting the DCT convolution properties, there is cost to
achieve one-tap equalization. For example, the pre-filtering based DCT-
MCM requires to employ a time-reverse pre-filter at the front of the re-
ceiver side which could bring strong correlation effect both on transmitted
symbols and noise. However, there have been not much studies considering
an impact analysis of the pre-filtering process. By taking this pre-filtering
effect into account, there is need to conduct the theoretical analysis on the
achievable performance for the pre-filtering based DCT-OFDM system. The
zero-padding based one, on the other hand, introduce interference between
the de-multiplexed symbols. Both of them requires further effective detec-
tion algorithms to improve the system performance, and therefore reinforce
its employment in practice.
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• It is also challenging to combine the DCT-MCM with several advanced tech-
niques that to be employed in 5G scenarios, e.g., multiple-input, multiple-
output (MIMO) deployments and subcarrier-level Index Modulation (IM).
To the best of the author’s knowledge, there is rarely work that has been
done to apply DCT-MCM effectively with MIMO antennas. On the other
hand, the novel idea of the IM assisted DCT-OFDM is proposed very re-
cently, in 2017, and there remains lots of work to investigate like designing
guidelines, transceiver structure improvements as well as thorough theoret-
ical studies for it.
In this thesis, we aim to fill these research gaps and provide valuable insights into
the design of the DCT-MCM waveform. To this end, the major objectives of this
research are given as follows:
• To optimise the practical implementations for the DCT-MCM systems and
carry out the effective detector design for performance improvement.
• To present in-depth analysis of the optimised DCT-based OFDM system,
both with and without imperfections introduced.
• To establish the generalized DCT-MCM system with the aid of several
advanced techniques such as MIMO deployments and IM combination in-
vestigate their performance.
1.3 Research Contributions
In accordance with the research objectives listed in the previous section, the main
contribution of this research work are summarised as follows:
1. Investigation of the pre-filtering based DCT-MCM system with optimised
receiver design:
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• We derive the relation between ergodic output SNR and input SNR for
each subcarrier. With the provision of additional analysis on the lower
boundary for the minimum received signal power, the output SNR gain
is verified between among all subcarriers, compared to classical OFDM
system.
• We reformulate two improved detection methods at the receiver side.
Both of them could effectively compensate the coloured noise due to
pre-filtering effect. Comparisons are conducted and their BER perfor-
mance are presented as well.
2. Performance Analysis and Optimization of the pre-filtering based DCT-
MCM in the presence of hardware imperfections:
• We implement an analytical model for the pre-filtering based DCT-
MCM system in terms of desired signal, ICI and inter-symbol interfer-
ence (ISI) by considering carrier frequency offset (CFO), timing offset
(TO) and insufficient guard sequence between symbols.
• Based on the derived interference coefficients, a novel detection algo-
rithm called zero forcing based (ZF-based) iterative channel detection
is proposed. Results show that, this novel detection algorithm could
provide significant gain compared with conventional detection methods
in terms of BER performance.
3. Extension of the zero-padding based DCT-MCM to MIMO systems:
• For the zero-padding based DCT-MCM, we reformulate three classic
detection methods in an effective way for zero-padding based DCT-
MCM. Their advantages and disadvantages are evaluated and com-
pared with provided simulation results.
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• Among of the three detection algorithms, in order to achieve increased
multiplexing gains with MIMO techniques, we successfully employ the
EGC one to apply DCT-MCM with MIMO antennas to achieve in-
creased and the BER performance results are promising compared with
conventional OFDM with MIMO.
4. Enhanced DCT-MCM design with Index modulations:
• We establish an enhanced DCT-OFDM-IM transceiver structure and
provide sophisticated designing guidelines by fully exploring the po-
tential of the double number of subcarriers available under the same
bandwidth efficiency. It is verified that with the doubled number of
subcarrier, the DCT-OFDM-IM could encode more bits by index sym-
bols instead of constellation symbols, which could increase sparsity of
the symbol vector. To evaluate its performance, a theoretical upper
bound on the average bit-error probability is derived for DCT-OFDM-
IM.
• We also analyse the minimum Euclidean distance (MED) for the DCT-
OFDM-IM to validate its performance superiority over its DFT-OFDM-
IM counterpart. The peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR) and ICI
performance are characterized for our proposed DCT-OFDM-IM sys-
tems as well. The theoretical results reveal that, the DCT-OFDM-IM
experiences similar level of PAPR to the DFT-OFDM-IM, whereas the
inherited sparsity from the IM symbols in DCT-OFDM-IM systems
achieves robustness against ICI compared to the DFT-OFDM-IM.
1.4 Thesis Organisation
The reminder of this thesis is organised as follows:
8 Chapter 1. Introduction
Chapter 2 provides an overview of state-of-art research on the key features of the
DCT-MCM system, including the orthogonality principle, convolution properties
of DCT and its appealing benefits for data transmission. As a preliminary for
subsequent chapters, the traditional transceiver implementation methods that
support one-tap equalization over multipath channels are illustrated.
Chapter 3 presents an in-depth analysis of the impact of the pre-filtering process
for the pre-filtering based DCT-MCM system. This is followed by reformulated
detection criterion where such filtering process is taken into consideration. Under
the proposed detection criteria, the corresponding BER performance are carried
out for comparison.
Chapter 4 introduce the hardware imperfections for pre-filtering based the DCT-
MCM, where frequency offset, time offset, and insufficient guard sequence are
included. In the presence of those imperfection errors, the DCT-MCM systems
are analyzed in terms of desired signal power, inter-carrier interference, and inter-
symbol interference. Thereafter, new detection algorithms based on zero forcing
iterative results are proposed to mitigate the imperfection effect.
Chapter 5 successfully extend the DCT-MCM scheme to MIMO systems by em-
ploying the zero-padding method. Additional, the performance of the three re-
formulated effective equalization/detection approaches are compared in terms
output SNR both in theory and in simulation.
Chapter 6 combines DCT-MCM with IM technique and propose an enhanced
transceiver structure for the DCT-OFDM-IM system. The achievable perfor-
mance of the proposed EDCT-OFDM-IM scheme is analysed from several as-
pects including the spectral efficiency, corresponding Euclidean distance (ED),
the peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR) value as well as its robustness against
frequency offset. Based on the approximate pairwise error probability, a theo-
retical upper bound on the average bit-error probability of DCT-OFDM-IM is
derived in closed form over frequency-selective Rayleigh fading channels.
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Chapter 7 concludes the thesis with the highlights of the key results and contri-
butions, as well as the unsolved challenges of the author’s prior works. A brief yet
informative discussion on the extending this research work is provided to identify
potential future research directions.
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Chapter 2
Background and Literature
Review
In this Chapter, A general introduction about DCT-based multicarrier system
is presented. We then give detailed discussion on the orthogonality principle
and some key features of DCT-MCM. The one-tap equalization challenge is high-
lighted, followed by two effective solutions which are generally employed on DCT-
MCM.
2.1 Overview of Multicarrier Modulation (MCM)
Systems
Multicarrier modulation (MCM) techniques has marked its importance over the
past several decades and have been heavily studied and employed for many appli-
cations and standards. Based on sending parallel streams of information in the
frequency domain on different centre frequencies, multicarrier modulation has
exhibited its potential to transmit large amounts of data across a channel. Due
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to its existing nice aspects like high spectral-efficiency, high-flexibility and low-
complexity, multicarrier techniques that constitute the promising techniques such
as DFT-MCM [19, 69, 70] (e.g., classic CP-based OFDM), DCT-MCM and filter
bank multicarrier (FBMC) [13,18,46,58] are expected for further deployment for
future generations of wideband, broadband and ultra-wideband systems. Actu-
ally, the latest generation, which is also called the LTE-Advance, is mainly relying
on DFT-MCM as a transmission prototype that provides high data rate and alle-
viated multi-path impairments. Sophisticate designing engineers and researchers
in wireless communications will always find Multicarrier Communications an in-
valuable guide to satisfy dramatic increasing demands.
In general, one of the most attractive aspects for multicarrier system is the im-
proved bandwidth efficiency by frequency overlapping among adjacent channels.
For example, OFDM enables the bandwidth efficiency increasing by times com-
pared to formal frequency division multiplexing (FDM) technique [22]. However,
it is expected for further improvement on the bandwidth efficiency if the DCT-
MCM is adopted to reduce the channel spacing by half and hence doubling the
subcarrier number over the same bandwidth.
Another merit that makes multicarrier system so popular is simplified structure
implementation. As to DFT-MCM, with DFT/IDFT modules introduced at both
transmitter and receiver, a number of oscillators that once necessarily required at
practical level now are replaced by digital implementation and hence no longer be
a tough designing problem, leading the overall system to easy-build [17,47,71,72].
The advent of Fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm which is regarded as one
the most important numerical algorithms of our lifetime is in a closer step to
limit such computing complexity from O(N2) to O(NlogN) [?, 9,12,20]. On the
other hand, the DCT-MCM, in a similar way, can be effectively implemented by
DCT/IDCT without multiple perfect oscillators required.
All of the above appealing features attribute MCM systems as researching mo-
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mentum and the core technique for wireless communications in recent years and
the future. But since multicarrier system is indeed a big family and every mem-
ber may vary across very different deployments, it is necessary to explore every
technique and find their suitable position for particular circumstances. As one of
the most promising variants in the MCM family, the literature introduction on
DCT-OFDM is illustrated in the rest of this chapter.
2.2 Introduction of DCT-MCM System
It is well-known that traditional OFDM system has a subcarrier spacing equal to
the symbol rate per subcarrier which satisfies the orthogonality condition and re-
quires a matched filter at the receiver to receive the data crosstalk free. However,
if the phase difference between the subcarrier are controlled, the minimum fre-
quency spacing for crosstalk free operation can be reduced by half of the symbol
rate per subcarrier [16, 72]. Such technology is proposed as DCT-MCM and has
been theoretically researched for communication applications. In recent years a
popular trend can be seen with DCT-MCM widely adopting in optical scenar-
ios in order to achieve high data rate communications. Successful experiments
have demonstrated data rate at 14.348 Gbit/s is achievable in optical DCT-MCM
system [27]. Due to its improved bandwidth efficiency, it is expected that DCT-
MCM will obtain more attentions in near future.
2.2.1 why DCT-MCM matters?
DCT firstly becomes famous in many areas of digital signal processing as an im-
portant tool, especially in signal compression [49]. The original motivation for
defining the DCT was that its basis set provided a good approximation to the
eigenvectors of the class of Toeplitz matrices that constitutes the auto-covariance
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matrix if a first-order stationary Markov process, with the result that it had a
better performance than DFT and other transforms [2]. But recently DCT also
shows great potential in communication systems, several communication tech-
niques are proposed based on the basics of DCT. In the absence of a quadrature
modulator, the DCT-MCM can completely avoid the in-phase/quadrature-phase
(IQ) imbalance problem inherent in conventional DFT-based OFDM systems [56].
In addition to avoiding IQ imbalance, it also reduces phase noise sensitivity. As
far as fast implementation algorithms are concerned, the fast DCT algorithms
proposed in [9] and [59] can provide fewer computational steps than FFT al-
gorithms. In fact the DCT-based multicarrier system has additional appearing
aspects inherited from the DCT in the following [?]:
• The DCT basis is well known to have excellent spectral compaction and en-
ergy concentration properties. This in turn, leads to improved performance
with interpolation-based channel estimation and can result in improved
adaptive filtering convergence.
• The ICI coefficients in DCT-based multicarrier system are more concen-
trated around the main coefficient than in DFT-based multicarrier system,
resulting in better performance robustness to frequency offsets.
• The DCT is widely used in image/video coding standards. Using it for
modulation/demodulation on frequency-selective channels results in a bet-
ter integrated system design and a reduced overall implementation cost.
• The DCT uses only real arithmetic, as opposed to the complex-valued DFT.
This reduces the signal processing complexity and power consumption, es-
pecially for one-dimensional signalling, where DFT-based processing still
uses complex arithmetic and suffers from inphase/quadrature imbalance
problems, which can cause appreciable performance degradation.
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Figure 2.1: [31] Sketched spectra of conventional SSB OFDM, DSB Fast-OFDM,
and SSB Fast-OFDM. N is the channel number.
2.2.2 Orthogonality Property
In general, the DCT-MCM is based on the conventional DFT-MCM principle with
the advantage of doubling the number of subcarrier. In particular, the frequency
separation of the subcarrier in DCT-MCM is 1/2T Hz, where T is denoted as
the duration of the signalling interval [31]. In other words, DCT-MCM can
accommodate the same number of subcarrier as DFT-MCM does with only half
of the bandwidth occupied. From the mathematical expression perspective, the
data symbols are modulated by the complex exponential function sets and the
minimum subcarrier frequency spacing ∆F to achieve the absolute orthogonality
∫ T
0
√
1
T
ej2pik∆Ft
√
1
T
e−j2pim∆Ftdt =


1, k = m
0, k 6= m
(2.1)
is ∆F = 1/T accordingly. Where T is the OFDM symbol period. This kind of
function has the minimum spacing if no further assumption is made. However, by
controlling the phases of the subcarriers, the corresponding minimum frequency
spacing for orthogonality guarantee becomes to the reduced 1/(2T ), resulting in
doubled information spectral density at the same symbol rate per carrier. A
spectral schematic comparison for single-side band (SSB) OFDM, double-side
band (DSB) Fast-OFDM and SSB Fast-OFDM is shown in Figure 2.1, which
clearly identifies the compressed frequency spacing if given the same channel
number.
Unlike conventional OFDM system employing exponential functions for band-
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width dividing, cosine functions expressed as cos(2pi×kt/(2T )) are chosen instead
to keep the orthogonality among subcarriers for DCT-MCM. Consequently, the
multiplexing and demultiplexing of subcarriers can be easily implemented by In-
verse Discrete Cosine Transform (IDCT) and Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT).
Details on the orthogonality property of Fast-OFDM is mathematically described
in the reference [72] as follows:
ℜ{
∫ T
0
Ak1A
∗
k2e
j(2pi
k1
2T
t+ϕ1)e−j(2pi
k2
2T
t+ϕ2)dt}
= |Ak1||Ak2|
T
pi(k1 − k2) sin(
pi(k1 − k2)t
T
+ (ϕ1 + θk1)− (ϕ2 + θk2))
∣∣∣T
0
(2.2)
= |Ak1||Ak2|
T
pi(k1 − k2)((−1)
k1−k2 − 1) · sin((ϕ1 + θk1)− (ϕ2 + θk2)) (2.3)
where Ak1 , Ak2 , θk1 , θk2 are the logic data signals and their phases for the k
th
1 and
kth2 subchannels. ϕ1, ϕ2 are the corresponding phases of carriers. It is apparent
that the above equation results in zero if (ϕ1+θk1)−(ϕ2+θk2) equals to times of pi.
Consequently, the signal satisfying the orthogonality is ±|Ak| cos(pikt/T +const).
Without the loss of generality, the constant phase for all subchannels can be set
to be zero for convenience and hence the multiplexed signal is written as:
s(t) =
N−1∑
k=0
ak cos(2pikt/(2T )) (2.4)
where ak is the data symbol that should be one-dimensional modulated to ensure
the orthogonality between sub-channels, meaning that ak are either all positive
valued or all negative valued.
2.2.3 Symmetric Convolution Property
Generally, there exist eight types of DCT. However, the type-II DCT is the mostly
employed for wireless communications in practice as the transmitted power has
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been normalized internally. Supposing a available channel bandwidth which can
be occupied by N number of classic DFT-MCM subcarriers, or by N number
of subcarriers in the DCT-MCM system when having the same symbol period
of T . In that case, N = 2N . Accordingly, The baseband modulated signals of
DFT-MCM using DFT and DCT-MCM using type-II DCT are given by
xDFT-MCM(t) =
1√N
∑N−1
n=0 ane
j2pint/T
xDCT-MCM(t) =
∑N−1
n=0 bnβn cos (pint/T ). (2.5)
where an (bn) denotes an data symbol from a complex (real) modulation constel-
lation, and modulated by subcarrier index n. The parameter βn here is defined
as
βn =


√
1
N
, n = 0√
2
N
, n = 1, 2, · · · , N − 1
(2.6)
On the other hand, the type-II DCT also has a matrix formation, whose (l, m)
entry in size N is given by:
C(l, m) =


√
2
N
cos( (l−1)(2m−1)pi
2N
), 1 ≤ l, m ≤ N, l 6= 1√
1
N
, l = 1.
(2.7)
It is well-known that the DFT possesses a convolution-multiplication property
whereby a circular convolution of two finite sequences can be computed efficiently
by means of a transform-domain multiplication. However, this kind of circular
convolution property does not hold for the DCTs. Instead, the DCT convolution
property has been studied in the classical work in [37, 38], which proves the fact
that the DCT of the convolution output between two symmetrically extended
sequences equals to the product of their individual DCTs. For instance, supposing
the two symmetric sequences are defined by x and y at the length of 2N − 1
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respectively, then the symmetry condition on their element are demonstrated in
details as follow [49]:
xn =


xn, n = 0, 1, · · · , N − 1
x2N−1−n, n = N, · · · , 2N − 1
(2.8)
yn =


yn, n = 0, 1, · · · , N
y2N−n, n = N + 1, · · · , 2N − 1
(2.9)
Unlike the circular convolution property inherited by the DFT, this symmetric
convolution property by DCT brings challenges and difficulties on effective and
efficient transceiver design for DCT-MCM, and hence hinder its employment in
practice. The practical designing problem is described in the next section.
In the literature, there are various studies to address this problem. One of which
extends the DCT processed signal symmetrically to avoid the needs for channel
symmetry. However, the net data rate is reduced by half. Another suboptimal
method is based on a low-complexity detection algorithm [43], by which guard
sequence is zero-padded and the DCT at the receiver is replaced by the DFT at
doubled length. But there is still residual ICI which degrades overall performance.
Besides the aforementioned design methods, a more optimized solution is given by
Al-Dhahir in [3]. It enables single-tap equalization in the cosine domain without
interference problem by using a time-domain finite impulse response (FIR) pre-
filter at the receiver to filter CIR symmetric.
2.3 One-Tap Equalization Problem
In 3rd Generation (3G) era where single carrier technique plays a dominate role
like the famous CDMA, a linear equalizer is implemented as a Finite Impulse
Response (FIR) filter under frequency-selective channel and the number of FIR
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filter taps (length of equalizer) grows linearly with that of the channel. Addition-
ally, the complexity of time domain equalization increases linearly with the data
transmission rate, which means high signal bandwidth also requires more chan-
nel taps for accurate equalization. It is therefore not suitable for high data rate
broadband transmission. In contrast, Multicarrier system, in a more appropri-
ate way, could support high data rate signal transmission while enabling simple
equalization procedure and enhancing the robustness of communication system
against various impairments. By dividing wideband channel into a number of
narrowband subchannels under restriction that these subchannels are orthogo-
nal [72], Only one-tap equalization is possible for each subchannel at the receiver
before demodulation as each subchannel is considered to be approximately flat.
In conventional DFT-MCM systems, one-tap equalization can be easily operated
in the frequency-domain by exploiting the cyclic prefix (CP), which turns the
linear convolution process between the transmitted signal with the channel into a
circular convolution. However, one of the major practical challenges that DCT-
MCM systems encounter is that when DCT is used, the circular convolution
property under multipath channels does not hold and, therefore the CP-based
approaches used in conventional OFDM systems do not apply any more. More-
over, as introduced in the above section, despite of the fact that DCT-MCM
has gained many nice aspects for employment, the strict symmetric convolution
property by DCT requires both the transmitted signal and the channel impulse
response (CIR) in a specific symmetric condition inherently, which brings signif-
icant challenges for employment.
In the literature, various attempts exist trying to sidestep this problem. The
earlier method to release this restriction is proposed by Martucci’s work [35]
who extend the symmetric convolution properties to a wide variety of sinusoidal
transforms. In his method, symmetric convolution property can be successfully
derived for DCT through the use of symmetric extension on both the transmitting
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Figure 2.2: [35] OFDM transmission with sinusoidal transforms.
symbols and channel coefficients. Corresponding transmission schematic is also
illustrated in Figure 2.2.
As can be seen, the symmetric extension involves the replicating of a sequence
such that the resultant sequence is symmetric. The consequence of such an exten-
sion is the reduction in throughput by a factor of at least one-half when compared
to the DFT matrix [35]. As for the channel, it is confined to strict symmetry con-
dition. The chromatic dispersion channel in single-mode fibres (SMFs) [71] is one
of the examples which meets the specified symmetry condition, but it only works
in optical communications. In the case of generic circumstances, such as wireless
multipath fading channels, the transmitting signals and CIR in time domain is
not symmetrically convoluted, and the channel cannot be compensated by simple
one-tap equalizers exploiting CP accordingly.
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2.4 Efficient Methods to Achieve One-Tap Equal-
ization
2.4.1 Zero-Padding method
In this method, zero-padded guard interval is adopted to Fast-OFDM system
which can efficiently compensate generic linear time-invariant channels without
the need of extra bandwidth. By that, the DCT at the receiver is replaced by
the DFT of double length, i.e., N subcarriers are demultiplexed by the DFT of
2N -point rather than the DCT of N -point.
Transceiver Structure
The block diagram for zero-padding method is illustrated in Fig. 3.1 from the
original work in [43]. Assuming that the k-th subcarrier is modulated by x(k)
with total subcarrier number of N , then its aggregated signal at time domain
s(n), is obtained by the inverse DCT
s(n) =
√
2
N
N−1∑
k=0
ε(k)x(k) cos[
pi
N
k(n +
1
2
)], (2.10)
where ε(k) =
√
0.5 for k = 0, and 1 for k = 1, . . . , N − 1. To achieve ISI
free transmission, zero-padded signals are derived by the representation SZP (n),
where SZP (n) = s(n) for 0 ≤ n ≤ N − 1 and SZP (n) = 0 for N ≤ n ≤
N + L − 1. Considering a general wireless multipath channel by definition h(n)
with channel length L and h(n) does not get symmetry limitation, The received
signal is thereby in the form
r(n) = h(n) ∗ SZP (n) + z(n), 0 ≤ n ≤ N + L− 1 (2.11)
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Figure 2.3: System diagram of the zero-padding based DCT-MCM.
Here z(n) is the Additive Gaussian noise which will be ignored in the following
derivations for simplicity.
At the receiver, zeros are firstly padded at the end of the received signal r(n) to
get r2N(n). After that a length of 2N DFT process is applied instead of DCT
transform to get the frequency domain signal, y(m). According to the convolution
theory, y(m) here is presented as
y(m) = F2N [r2N(n)] = F2N [h2N (n)] · F2N [s2N (n)]
= H(m) · S(m), (2.12)
wherem = 0, 1, . . . 2N−1,F2N [·] denotes the normalized DFT of length-2N, h2N(n)
and s2N (n) are the zero-padded signals of h(n) and sZP (n) of length-2N respec-
tively. For further signal processing, the above equation is rewritten in the form
of
y(m) = ej
2pi
2N
m· 1
2H(m) · e−j 2pi2Nm· 12S(m) = Hˆ(m)Sˆ(m) (2.13)
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It can be noted that Sˆ(m) can be derived directly from DCT in Eq. (2.10) as
Sˆ(m) =
√
1
2N
N−1∑
n=0
s(n)e−j
2pi
2N
m(n+ 1
2
) =
N−1∑
k=0
x(k)G(m, k), (2.14)
and G(m, k) is defined as
G(m, k) =
ε(k)
N
N−1∑
n=0
cos
pi
N
k(n +
1
2
) · e−j piNm(n+ 12 ) (2.15)
In Eq. (2.14), only real part of G(m, k) is in our interest and is defined as
GR(m, k) =
ε(k)
N
N−1∑
n=0
cos
pi
N
k(n+
1
2
) · cos pi
N
m(n +
1
2
)
=


1 m = 0
0.5 · δ(m− k) m = 1, . . . , N − 1
0 m = N
−0.5 · δ(2N −m− k) m = N + 1, . . . , 2N − 1
(2.16)
which is skew-symmetrical around N .
One-Tap Equalization Algorithm
The equalization in this method to further recover the transmitted symbols, is
very different from conventional means. Also perfect channel estimation is as-
sumed in this case. Phase effect is compensated primarily by multiplexing its
conjugate of the modified channel frequency response Hˆ(m) in Eq. (2.13) to the
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received signal y(m), and then taking its real part as
y′(m) = |Hˆ(m)|2 ·
N−1∑
k=0
x(k)GR(m, k)
= |Hˆ(m)|2 ·


x(m) m = 0
0.5x(m) m = 1, . . . , N − 1
0 m = N
−0.5x(2N −m) m = N + 1, . . . , 2N − 1
(2.17)
As shown in the above equation, single-tap equalization is now applicable to the
system by extracting the compensated part |Hˆ(m)|2. However, since there are
2N -length received symbols, transmitted symbols can be recovered by either first
half of y′(m) or the other half of y′(m). To make full use of received symbols
and improve detection accuracy, here we define a specified combination form of
channel frequency response as
Hˆc(m) =
1
2
(|Hˆ(m)|2 + |Hˆ(2N −m)|2, (2.18)
and hence the transmitted symbols is restored through the below function
x′(m) = y′(m)− y′(2N −m) = Hˆc(m)x(m) (2.19)
2.4.2 Pre-Filtering Method
Although single-tap equalization is successfully applied to zero-padding method,
it can not avoid ICI problem among subcarriers. This requires a better solution
to keep ICI and ISI free transmission while achieving simpler equalization at the
same time. A optimum DCT-based Fast-OFDM is proposed through the use of
front-end filter at the receiver. Differs from conventional OFDM system whose
CP is chosen as a periodic extension of the information sequence, the guard in-
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terval design for this optimum method is getting prefix and suffix at both side of
a transmission block. Specifically, the prefix and suffix are inserted as a symmet-
ric extension of the information sequences. Additionally, these guard sequence
can result in an equivalent channel matrix that is perfectly diagonalizable by an
orthogonal channel-independent set of DCT/IDCT pair.
Transceiver Structure
As pre-filtering method introduces both prefix and suffix to the information block
and a reverse filter is incorporated at the receiver, we consider the received sym-
bols are given by
yk =
v∑
m=−v
hmxk−m + zk (2.20)
where hm is themth coefficient of the real-valued CIR, which has a memory length
of 2v. Here though channel coefficients are required to be real, any complex
channel can be regarded as a combination of two orthogonal parts, which will
be discussed later. The information symbols {xk} are assumed zero-mean with
additional 2v guard symbols added before (v prefix symbols) and after (v suffix
symbols) of it. {zk} is defined as AWGN symbol sequence that has the variance
σ2. The whole processing procedure is revealed in Fig.2.4. Since the derivation for
the DCT optimality conditions for Frequency-Selective is complex and redundant,
here we neglect the derivation work in [3] and just apply those conditions directly.
According to the reference paper, the prefix and suffix should meet following
symmetry property
xk−i = xk+i−1, 1 ≤ i ≤ v (2.21)
xk+N+i−1 = xk+N−i, 1 ≤ i ≤ v (2.22)
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Figure 2.4: System diagram of fast-OFDM in pre-filtering method.
which implies that prefix and suffix should be chosen as symmetric extensions
of the information sequence at both sides. As to the channel condition, the
equivalent channel matrix could be diagonalizable if its coefficients have imposed
relationship
hi = h−i, i = 1, 2, . . . , v (2.23)
However, the condition in Eq. (2.23) is not inherited by a generic channel itself,
but can be obtained through the implementation a FIR front-end filter at the
receiver.
One-tap Equalization Algorithm
With the above properly designed guard sequence and appropriate pre-filter, the
received signal of symbol block length N at the receiver part is presented as
yk:k+N−1 = Heqvxk:k+N−1 + zk:k+N−1 (2.24)
= CtDCxk:k+N−1 + zk:k+N−1 (2.25)
⇒ Yk:k+N−1 = Cyk:k+N−1 (2.26)
= DXk:k+N−1 + Zk:k+N−1 (2.27)
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whereHeqv is the equivalent channel matrix and DCT/IDCT matrices are denoted
as C and Ct. D is a diagonal matrix derived by the theorem below: All N ×N
matrices diagonalizable by the type-II DCT matrix can be written as the sum of
an N × N symmetric Toeplitz matrix T and an N × N Hankel matrix L; i.e.,
C(T+ L)Ct = D where D is a diagonal matrix.
Since the optimality conditions applies to both in-phase and quadrature dimen-
sions, this design can be extended to a complex channel impulse response case
too. That means, both real and imaginary part of complex CIR are constrained
to be symmetric, which is satisfied by implementing a complex front-end pre-
filter to make both its real and imaginary parts symmetric. In the complex case
a time-reversed filter is used as a front-end pre-filter that results in a conjugate
symmetric overall channel impulse response. The complex version of the above
equation will change to
yk:k+N−1
= (HReqv + jH
I
eqv)xk:k+N−1 + zk:k+N−1 (2.28)
⇒ (yRk:k+N−1 + jyIk:k+N−1)
= (CtDRC+ jCtDIC)xk:k+N−1 + zk:k+N−1 (2.29)
⇒ Yk:k+N−1
= C(yRk:k+N−1 + jy
I
k:k+N−1) (2.30)
= (DR + jDI)Xk:k+N−1 + Zk:k+N−1 (2.31)
= DXk:k+N−1 + Zk:k+N−1 (2.32)
As D is a complex diagonal matrix, the received symbols can thereby be detected
by applying a complex single-tap equalizer.
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2.5 Introduction of conventional MCM with In-
dex Modulation (IM)
It is well known that the OFDM technique, as an effective MCM scheme, has
been extensively studied and applied in many wireless communications scenar-
ios, such as wireless local area net (LAN), digital video broadcasting (DVB),
and European standard HIPERLAN/2, due to its simplified transceiver structure
and the inherent ability to achieve interference-free transmission over multipath
channels [40, 42, 48]. Inspired by the concept of spatial modulation, OFDM-IM
is firstly introduced as a modified variant of OFDM with a simplified structure
compared to emerging waveforms such as generalized frequency division multi-
plexing (GFDM) [39], filter-bank multi-carrier (FBMC) [17] or universal filtered
multi-carrier (UFMC) [57]. For example, in classic OFDM systems, the total
frequency bandwidth is divided into a number of narrow sub-bands to transmit
parallel data stream [25, 60]. However, the key idea of IM is that, by splitting
the incoming bit stream into sub-groups consisting of subcarrier index bits and
M-ary constellation symbol bits, only the selected subcarriers are activated to
modulate the corresponding data symbols while the remaining subcarriers are
ignored for data transmission.
The index modulation (IM) techniques, which exploit the indices of the sub-
carrier blocks as new dimensions to convey information compared to traditional
digital modulation schemes, have attracted tremendous research interest in the
academic community over the past few years [4,29,66]. Benefiting from the inher-
ent properties of IM which offer appealing trade-offs in terms of error performance,
complexity and spectral efficiency, the IM applied orthogonal frequency division
multiplexing (OFDM), which is also called OFDM-IM, obtains several attractive
advantages over classic OFDM systems [4,10]. Furthermore, recent studies show
the IM-based schemes could provide the flexibility applications for vehicle-to-
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Figure 2.5: Transceiver structure of the OFDM-IM scheme: (a) transmitter
structure (b) receiver structure.
vehicle (V2V), vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2X), and underwater acoustic (UWA)
communication systems [32, 62], making them as competitive candidates for 5G
and beyond wireless communication networks.
On the other hand, due to inactivation of some available subcarriers, OFDM-
IM could reduce the peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR) and is more robust to
inter-carrier interference (ICI) compared to classical OFDM [55,61,65]. Recently,
some investigations have shown that by combining with advanced techniques like
subcarrier level block interleaving [63] or compressed sensing based signalling
strategy [67], the enhanced OFDM-IM schemes could explore the diversity gain
and further improve its error performance and/or spectral efficiency.
For an OFDM system consisting of N available subcarriers, one can directly select
the indices of the active subcarriers similar to SM-based schemes. Considering the
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structure of OFDM frames with many available subcarriers, IM techniques can
be implemented in a more flexible way for OFDM-IM compared to SM. However,
keeping in mind the practical values of N , which can take 128, 256, 512, 1024
or 2048 values as in LTE-A standard, if subcarrier IM is directly applied to
the overall OFDM frame, there could be trillions of possible active subcarrier
combinations. For instance, to select the indices of 512 active subcarriers out of
N = 1024 available subcarriers, one should consider 4.48×10306 possible different
combinations of active subcarriers, which make the selection of active subcarriers
an impossible task. For this reason, the single and massive OFDM-IM block
should be divided into G smaller and manageable OFDM-IM subblocks for ease
of implementing OFDM-IM. In this divide-and-conquer approach, each subblock
contains L subcarriers to perform IM, where N = G · L. For each subblock, we
select K out of L available subcarriers as active according to
p1 = ⌊log2CKL ⌋ (2.33)
where p = p1 + p2 and p2 = K log2M .
As seen from Fig. 2.5, for the transmission of each OFDM-IM frame, a total of
m bits enter the transmitter. First, the OFDM-IM subblock creator obtains the
OFDM-IM subblocks. After this point, a G×N block interleaving is performed
to ensure that the subcarriers of a subblock undergo uncorrelated wireless fading
channels to improve the error performance of the detector. Then, the IFFT, CP
insertion, and digital-to-analog conversion (DAC) procedures are performed for
the transmission of the signals through the wireless channel as in classical OFDM
systems.
The selection of active subcarriers is not a straightforward issue for OFDM-IM
systems. For this purpose, two different index selection procedures are proposed
for OFDM-IM depending on the size of the subblocks: i) reference lookup tables
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for smaller subblock sizes and ii) combinatorial number theory method for larger
subblock sizes. The task of the OFDM-IM receiver is to determine the indices of
the active subcarriers as well as the corresponding M-ary data symbols conveyed
by these active subcarriers in conjunction with the index selection procedure
used at the transmitter. Unfortunately, the optimal detection of OFDM-IM in
a subcarrier-by-subcarrier fashion is not possible as in classical OFDM due to
the index information carried by subblock realizations, and the receiver must
process the OFDM-IM subblocks as a whole for detection. The optimum but
high-complexity ML detector performs a joint search by considering all realiza-
tions of subcarrier activation patterns (SAPs) as well as complex data symbols.
On the other hand, low-complexity log-likelihood ratio (LLR) calculation-based
near-optimal detector handles each subcarrier independently and determines the
indices of the active subcarriers first, and then, it detects the corresponding data
symbols. This detector calculates a probabilistic measure (LLR) on the active
status of a given subcarrier by considering the following two possible scenarios:
an active subcarrier (carrying an M-ary constellation symbol) or an inactive one
(that is set to zero). This detector is classified as near-optimal since it does not
consider the set of all legitimate subcarrier activation combinations.
2.6 Introduction of Multiple-InputMultiple-Output
(MIMO) System
Over the last few years, massive MIMO has shown up as an emerging tech-
nology for wireless communication systems. Featuring up to thousands of trans-
mit/receive antennas, the possibility of creating extremely narrow beams for many
users is gaining the attention of industry and academia. Researchers are focusing
their efforts on the promised benefits of this technology to create the next gener-
ation of communication systems. The underlying idea is to scale up the number
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Figure 2.6: The diagram of MIMO system
of antennas at the base station (BS) by at least two orders of magnitude. The
author in [33] shows that the end effects of indefinitely increasing the number
of antennas are small fading effects and additive noise. In a multiuser MIMO
scenario, Massive MIMO opens the possibility to steer many spatial streams to
dozens of pieces of user equipment (UE) in the same cell, at the same frequency,
and at the same time.
While standard MIMO principles are already in use in multiple Wi-Fi and 4G
standards, Massive MIMO will really play a part in 5G. Indeed, its widely ex-
pected that Massive MIMO will be a key enabler and foundational component of
5G [41]. According to industry and academia, this technology has great poten-
tial to meet the requirements of a next-generation wireless system. On the other
hand, there are still a lot of questions to be answered regarding the practical
aspects and scenarios of massive MIMO.
The advantage of a MIMO network over a regular one is that it can multiply
the capacity of a wireless connection without requiring more spectrum. Early re-
ports point to considerable capacity improvements, and could potentially yield as
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much as a 50-fold increase in future. The more antennas the transmitter/receiver
is equipped with, the more the possible signal paths and the better the per-
formance in terms of data rate and link reliability. A Massive MIMO network
will also be more responsive to devices transmitting in higher frequency bands,
which will improve coverage. In particular, this will have considerable benefits for
obtaining a strong signal indoors. The greater number of antennas in a Massive
MIMO network will also make it far more resistant to interference and intentional
jamming than current systems that only utilise a handful of antennas.
The block diagram of a typical MIMO system is presented in Fig. 2.6. In this the-
sis, we consider a single user MIMO system comprising nT transmitter antennas
and nR receiver antennas. In particular, a complex baseband system described
in discrete-time domain is of interest throughout the book. During each Symbol
Time Slot (STS), the transmitted signals are presented as an nT×1 column vector
x, whose entry xi, for i = 1, ..., nT , is the transmitted signal at the i-th transmit
antenna during the considered STS.
The channel is presented by an nR × nT complex matrix H, whose elements hij
are the channel coefficients between the jth (j = 1, . . . , nT ) transmit antenna and
the ith receive antenna (i = 1, . . . , nR). Channel coefficients hij are assumed to
be zero-mean, i.i.d. complex Gaussian random variables. On the other hand, the
noise at the receiver is presented by an nR × 1 column vector n whose elements
are zero-mean, i.i.d. complex Gaussian random variables with identical variances
(power) σ2.
By making the above definitions, if we denote r to be the column vector of signals
received at receive antennas during each STS, then the transmission model is
presented as:
r = Hx+ n (2.34)
It should be noticed that the average total power Pr received by each receive
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antenna (regardless of noises) is equal to the average total transmitted power P
from the nT transmit antennas
Chapter 3
Enhanced Detections for
Pre-Filtering Based DCT-MCM
System
As discussed in the aforementioned section, the optimized solution of DCT-MCM
is the pre-filtering based method which enables single-tap equalization in the co-
sine domain without interference problem. In this chapter, the impact of pre-
filtering on the DCT-MCM system is analysed in terms of ergodic output SNR
per subcarrier. This is followed by reformulated detection criterion where such fil-
tering process is taken into consideration. Numerical results are given afterwards
to show that under modified detection criteria, the proposed detection algorithms
improve the overall BER performance effectively.
3.1 System Model
In this section, we first explain a baseband model of optimum DCT-MCM system
over the wireless frequency-selective channel which is illustrated in Fig. 3.1 [3].
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Figure 3.1: Baseband equivalent model of optimum DCT-MCM system
All processing steps are interpreted by matrix operations, paving the road to fur-
ther system performance analysis. As can be seen from the figure, the DCT/IDCT
pair is employed for modulation/demodulation whilst a pre-filter is necessarily
imposed on the front of the receiver to guarantee channel symmetry condition.
Assume N subcarriers are employed for carrying information data streams, and
N ASK symbols are imposed on those N subcarriers before transmission. It is
noted in the figure that the real and imaginary part of the received symbols are
processed separately and their corresponding processing steps are identical. For
simplicity, we express the general system model using only real branch of the
diagram by
y = DRPrHrCD
Ha+DRPrnr (3.1)
where y is the signal received as the input to the equalizer, a ∈ RN×1 is an
uncorrelated ASK symbol vector with zero mean and normalized power σ2s . D ∈
R
N×N is power normalized DCT matrix in type II which is the most popular
member of the DCT family [49]. C ∈ R(N+Lp+Ls)×N is the matrix implementation
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of adding prefix (length Lp) and suffix (length Ls) in symmetric form defined as
C = [JLp , 0Lp×(N−Lp); IN ; 0Ls×(N−Ls),JLs] (3.2)
Generally, the prefix and suffix are assigned to be identical to the guard sequence
length (Ls = Lp) and the total block length L1 is given by L1 = N + Lp +
Ls. Assuming h = [h1, h2, . . . , hL] is the real component of channel impulse
response with length L, the corresponding channel convolution matrix denoted
as Hr ∈ RL1×L1 is organised as a Toeplitz matrix with the first row and first
column being [hL, hL−1, . . . , h1, 01×(L1−L)] and [hL, 01×(L1−1)]
T respectively. For
simplicity, we define g = [g1, g2, . . . , gL] = [hL, hL−1, . . . , h1]. In order to combat
multipath effect, sufficient guard sequence should be guaranteed (L ≤ Ls =
Lp) [3]. On the other hand, the pre-filter matrix Pr ∈ RL1×L1 representing
time-reverse filtering is also implemented by a Toeplitz matrix with its first row
and column being [hL, 01×(L1−1)] and [g, 01×(L1−L)]
T , respectively. R ∈ RN×L1
is the matrix representation of the prefix and suffix removal operation before
demultiplexing, which can be defined as
R = [0N×Lp, IN , 0N×Ls]. (3.3)
By adding the pre-filter and designing the prefix and suffix guard sequences ac-
cording to the aforementioned method, it ensures optimality of the DCT for
multicarrier transmission in the sense that both ICI and inter-symbol interfer-
ence (ISI) are completely eliminated. Furthermore, based on the theorem in [3],
the resultant output matrix DRPrHrCD
H is equivalent to a diagonal matrix
which can be written as
Heff,r = DRPrHrCD
H (3.4)
where Heff,r ∈ RL1×L1 is the equivalent channel matrix for real part branch with
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its diagonal vector defined by
diag(Heff,r) = [H1, H2, . . . , HN ] (3.5)
In DFT-MCM systems, channel frequency responses are assumed to follow the
Gaussian distribution and with zero mean and same variance on each subcarrier
if Rayleigh channel is considered. However, this is not the case in DCT-MCM
systems as the received signal power is not identically distributed among subcar-
riers after correlated filtering. The corresponding effective frequency responses no
longer follow the Gaussian distribution. This requires further analysis on output
SNR which is described in the following section.
3.2 Output Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) Anal-
ysis
Due to the correlated pre-filtering in time domain, the signal power is no longer
equally spread among subcarriers. For the purpose of analysing the pre-filtering
effect on DCT-MCM systems over general multipath fading channels, the math-
ematical representations for expected output signal power and coloured noise
variance are then provided, respectively.
Note that in DCT-MCM systems, the symbols that are ready for transmission
are all in real format after multiplexing by IDCT. Consequently, the convolution
with a complex-valued CIR can be regarded as two independent processes that the
signal is convolved with the real component and imaginary component of the CIR
at the same time, with each allocating one-half of the total signal power. As to the
pre-filtering, the received signals after channel are firstly separated by quadrature.
Then both the real and imaginary components of received signals are fed to their
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corresponding prefilter vectors respectively as indicated in Fig. 3.1. Due to the
orthogonality maintained between in-phase and quadrature branches, the detector
is able to recover the information bits from either real part or imaginary part of
received signals. To make full use of the information, the two independently
filtered data streams are combined in complex form for detection. Since the two
streams experience identical signal processing steps in quadrature, without loss
of generality, the following derivations are for in-phase branch and we focus on
real signals processing mechanism. The total output signal power thus can be
obtained by doubling.
3.2.1 Expected Signal Power
The channel symmetry condition can be met in practice by time-reversed filtering,
resulting in the overall symmetric channel obtained by
f = h ∗ g = [h1, h2, . . . , hL] ∗ [hL, hL−1, . . . , h1]
= [f1, f2, . . . , fL, . . . , f2L−1] (3.6)
where f = [f1, f2, . . . , fL, . . . , f2L−1] is a symmetric channel impulse response of
length 2L− 1. The channel-coefficients fi are denoted by
fi =


∑i
k=1 hkhL−i+k if 1 ≤ i ≤ L;∑2L−i
k=1 hkhi−L+k if L < i ≤ 2L− 1.
(3.7)
The symmetry property can be verified by the condition fi = f2L−i as indicated
in Eq. (3.7).
Lemma 1 : All matrices diagonalizable by the type-II DCT matrix can be written
as the sum of an N × N symmetric Toeplitz matrix HT and an N × N Hankel
matrix HH ; i.e., D(HT +HH)D
H = Heff,r [3].
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In this case,HT is a Toeplitz matrix derived by the first row and first column being
z = [z1, z2, . . . , zN ] = [fL, fL−1, . . . , f1, 01×(N−L)] and [fL, fL−1, . . . , f1, 01×(N−L)]T
while HH is a Hankel matrix derived by the first row and first column being
[fL−1, fL−2, . . . , f1, 01×(N−L+1)] and [fL−1, fL−2, . . . , f1, 01×(N−L+1)]T respectively.
By properly designing the guard sequence and the pre-filter, the integrated matrix
RPrHrC becomes diagonalizable by the type-II DCT matrix. From the Lemma
1, we yield
RPrHrC = HT +HH (3.8)
The theorem given in [49] indicates all N × N matrices diagonalizable by the
type-II DCT matrix can be generated with the type-I DCT matrix as
D(HT +HH)D
H = DIz = Heff,r (3.9)
whereDI represents the DCT type-I matrix. As a consequence, the main diagonal
vector coefficients of Heff,r in Eq. (3.5) can be derived by DCT-I with vector z,
which is represented as follow
Hk = z1 + (−1)k−1 · zN
+2
N−1∑
n=2
zn · cos[ pi
N
(n− 1)(k − 1)] (3.10)
On the other hand, the real component of channel coefficients is Gaussian dis-
tributed and can be denoted as hk ∼ N(0, 0.5σ2k). Since the channel is power
normalised, we have
L∑
k=1
σ2k = 1 (3.11)
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By using the assumption that different channel taps are uncorrelated, we have
E[hi · hj ] = 0 if i 6= j (3.12)
By combining Eq. (3.7) and Eq. (3.11), we can obtain the expected correlation
value of effective channel coefficients as
E[fi · fj] =

0 i 6= j;
1
4
∑i
p=1 σ
2
pσ
2
L−i+p i = j 6= L;
3
4
∑L
p=1 σ
4
p +
1
2
∑L
p=1
∑L−i
t=1 σ
2
pσ
2
p+t i = j = L.
(3.13)
By applying Eq. (3.13) to Eq. (3.10), the expected output signal power of real
branch for the kth subcarrier is amplified as
E[H2k ] = E[f
2
L] + 4
L∑
n=2
E[f 2L−n+1] · cos2[
pi
N
(n− 1)(k − 1)] (3.14)
Apparently, the signal power is maximized if the multiplying factor cos2[ pi
N
(n −
1)(k − 1)] equals to 1, which is satisfied by the first subcarrier at k = 1, i.e.,
E[H21 ] = E[f
2
L] + 4
L∑
n=2
E[f 2L−n+1]
=
3
4
L∑
p=1
σ4p +
3
2
L∑
p=1
L−i∑
t=1
σ2pσ
2
p+t = 0.75 (3.15)
This indicates that, for a power normalised channel case, E[H20 ] is irrelevant to
channel characteristics and equals to a ratio of power at 0.75. Accounting for
the other half of distributed signal power on quadrature branch which experience
similar signal processing, the total output signal power on the initial subcarrier
is reached to the upper bound at ratio of power gain of 1.5.
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Figure 3.2: The minimum signal power gain for different sampling frequency and
RMS delay in a typical IEEE 802.11 channel.
The ratio of power gain for other subcarriers are below the upper boundary, i.e.,
E[H2k ] ≤ E[H20 ]. The minimum gain, on the other hand, is variable and subject
to the channel type and its channel parameters. However, In Appendix A, we
have proved the lower bound for the minimum gain is 1+ 1
2L
when the channel has
L taps. Our simulation results are in agreement with this analysis as indicated
in Fig. 3.2 where we give an example of typical IEEE 802.11 channels [1] with
different sampling frequency and root mean square (RMS) delay spread. When
the RMS delay spread is 10ns and sampling frequency is 10MHz, which is a single-
tap case, the ratio of the minimum power gain is thus 1.5. As the channel tap
increases (either by increasing the sampling frequency or the RMS delay spread),
this minimum ratio of power gain will gradually reduce and finally coincide with
the lower bound at a certain point to 1, which is identical with analysis shown
above.
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3.2.2 Coloured Noise Variance
The output noise variance of the system is also changed due to the filtering
operation. As mentioned in the last section, the information symbols could be
detected by either the in-phase or quadrature dimension. Practically, both the
real and imaginary components of the complex baseband equivalent CIR are
constrained to be symmetric by implementing a complex pre-filter. This is similar
to two receiver diversity case. The received noise v consists of two independent
components which can be represented as
v = DR(Prnr + jPini) (3.16)
where Pr and Pi are the real and imaginary parts of the complex-valued pre-filter
matrix P; whereas nr and ni are the real and imaginary parts of the AWGN noise
vector n with variance σ2n. The ergodic output noise covariance matrix E[vv
H ]
can thus be expressed as follows
E[vvH ] = E[DR(Prnr + jPini)(Prnr + jPini)
HRHDH ]
= E[DR(Prnrn
H
r P
H
r +Pinin
H
i P
H
i )R
HDH ] (3.17)
Since E[nrn
H
r ] = E[nin
H
i ] =
σ2n
2
I and E[PrP
H
r ] = E[PiP
H
i ], Eq. (17) can be
simplified to
E[vvH ] =
σ2n
2
E[DR(PrP
H
r +PiP
H
i )R
HDH ]
= σ2nDRE[PrP
H
r ]R
HDH (3.18)
The matrix Pr consists of channel coefficients that satisfy Eq. (3.12), E[PrP
H
r ]
then becomes a diagonal matrix defined as E[PrP
H
r ] = T = diag(t) where t
is a vector of size L1 and t = [t1, t2, . . . , tL1 ]. Convolving the two inputs, we
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summarize the results as
tm =


∑m
i=1 h
2
L−i+1 if i ≤ m ≤ L;∑L
i=1 h
2
L−i+1 = 0.5 if L < m ≤ L1.
(3.19)
Substituting Eq. (3.19) to Eq. (3.18), we obtain
E[vvH ] = 0.5σ2n if L ≤ Ls (or Lp) (3.20)
which is a constant value. This reveals the fact that by pre-filtering the in-phase
and quadrature branches independently, the overall noise power at the output is
reduced by half if sufficient guard sequence length is guaranteed as indicated in
Eq. (3.20).
3.2.3 Output SNR Gain
The expected output SNR can be represented in terms of input SNR, output
signal power and coloured noise variance. The input SNR is defined as
SNRin =
σ2s
σ2n
for all subcarriers (3.21)
Accounting for the pre-filtering effect and power loss form guard sequence inser-
tion, the output SNR at kth subcarrier is in the form as
SNRout(k) =
N
N + 2v
· 2E[H
2
k ] · σ2s
0.5σ2n
=
4N · E[H2k ]
N + 2v
· SNRin(k) (3.22)
Since 1 ≤ 2E[H2k ] ≤ 1.5, we get a proposition for the achieved output SNR gain.
Proposition: Consider a DCT-MCM system, the pre-filtering process will achieve
a output SNR gain between 2N
N+2v
and 3N
N+2v
for all subcarriers.
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Figure 3.3: Output SNR gain over EPA channels, N = 64.
Consequently, the exact gain η of output SNR obtained for arbitrary subcarrier
index is
η(k) =
4N
N + 2v
(E[f 20 ] + 4
L−1∑
n=1
E[f 2n] cos
2[
pi
N
nk]) (3.23)
Eq. (3.23) implies the output SNR gain is subject to employed subcarrier number
and channel characteristics. We then can take a look at the exact SNR gain at
the output of the receiver. Fig. 3.3-3.6 demonstrate the simulation results for
output SNR gain with respect to three widely employed channels, which are
named by, Extended Pedestrian A model (EPA), Extended Typical Urban model
(ETU) and Extended Vehicular A model (EVA), respectively. In practice, the
channel knowledge is obtained through the introduction of pilot symbols and the
channel state will not change within one transmitted symbol in slowly fading
environments [11,44]. Here we ignore the channel imperfection issues and assume
information is perfectly known at the receiver. The sampling rate for simulation
is assumed at fs=20MHz and we assign 64 and 256 subcarriers separately to the
system for comparison. Considering the SNR loss from prefix/suffix insertion is
fixed and not relevant to the pre-filtering process, without loss of generality, we
neglect the effect form the term N
N+2v
in the simulation.
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Figure 3.4: Output SNR gain over EVA channels, N = 64.
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Figure 3.5: Output SNR gain over ETU channels, N = 64.
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Figure 3.6: Output SNR gain over ETU channels, N = 256.
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As can be seen in Fig. 3.3-3.6, for all subcarriers, our simulation results on the
linear gain η for all kinds of channels concur with the previous analysis in Eq.
(3.23). The Fig. 3.3,Fig. 3.4 and Fig. 3.5 give very distinct variation trends
under different channel characteristics. Generally, the output SNR gain varies
in the range between 2 to 3 folds among all subcarriers, which is verified in our
proposition. In particular, as depicted in the figures, the gain variation curves
fluctuate sharply along with increased allocated subcarrier number and channel
taps. Fig. 3.3, due to the flat fading case in the sense of a EPA channel at
fs=20MHz, in particular, achieves a constant gain at η = 3 for all subcarriers.
The cosine term, as indicated on the right in Eq. (3.23), brings the symmetry
property to the gain variation curves, which is clearly observed at the middle
subcarrier index on all accounts.
3.3 Enhanced Detections
In this section, three commonly used detection techniques are discussed to be
integrated with DCT-MCM systems. Among of the three, the zero forcing (ZF)
one-tap equalizer is easy and efficient to build at the receiver [54] without the
need for noise information. However, at frequencies where channel frequency re-
sponse (CFR) is severely attenuated, the noise power is proportionally increased
when the equalizer attempts to boost the signal power. As another alternatives,
minimum-mean-square-error (MMSE) and maximum likelihood (ML) detections
could sidestep the SNR degradation problem but require the information of CIR
and the noise statistic property [26]. However, as indicated in the aforementioned
section, the pre-filtering process renders the coloured noise correlated among sub-
carriers, therefore deviates from the Gaussian distribution. This motivates us to
compute the coloured noise power at each instant and reformulate the criterion
for MMSE and ML methods to make them adaptable for DCT-MCM so as to
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bring performance enhancement.
3.3.1 Reformulated MMSE Detection
As an alternative detection method, the MMSE equalizer is considered to com-
press the mean square error to the minimum [54]. To facilitate derivation, the
post-DCT symbol vector is represented in terms of effective channel matrix for
real partHeff,R and imaginary partHeff,I . Combining with effective pre-filtering
matrix GR and GI imposed on the noise, the received signal vector in Eq. (3.1)
is simplified to
y = (Heff,R + jHeff,I)a+GRnR + jGInI
= Heffa+GRnR + jGInI (3.24)
Where GR = DRPR and GI = DRPI . And Heff is the complex effective
channel matrix. In ZF detections, as the equalizer represented in matrix form
by WZF = H
H
eff/|Heff |2 only requires estimated CIR, conventional detection
criterion can be directly used for DCT-MCM systems. However, in the case of
MMSE detection method, accounting for the pre-filtering effect, the filtered noise
vectorGRnR+jGInI in Eq. (3.24) becomes coloured by multiplying a correlation
matrix on both the real and imaginary components. In what follows, we provide
the optimum and suboptimum MMSE detections for DCT-MCM, respectively.
Since the noise correlation matrices GR and GI are non-diagonal inherently,
the optimum MMSE detection therefore is non-linear and the overall complexity
grows exponentially with the matrix size. On the other hand, the suboptimum
subcarrier-wise MMSE case is a linear detction and attains the same complexity
order as the ZF case.
Firstly, we assume the MMSE equalizer matrix which can effectively compensate
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the correlation effect is formed as Wop, by taking ∂trE|W
opy−a|
∂Wop
= 0, we have
Wop =
σ2sH
H
eff
σ2sHeffH
H
eff +
1
2
σ2n(GRG
H
R +GIG
H
I )
(3.25)
In order to reduce the general detection complexity from subcarrier-wise perspec-
tive, we take the overall correlation effect from the neighbouring subcarriers as
a whole factor and calculate the noise power at each instant for the desire sub-
carrier. Then, the received symbol on kth subcarrier from Eq. (3.24) can be
extracted simply to:
yk = Hkak +
N∑
t=1
gk,tnr,t + j
N∑
t=1
qk,tni,t (3.26)
where nr,t and ni,t are the in-phase and quadrature components of noise vector
n on subcarrier index t; whereas gk,t and qk,t are the entries from the kth row
and tth column of GR and GI , respectively. It is noted that, the coefficients
gk,t and qk,t in the pre-filtering matrix are time-reversed transforms from CIR.
In practice, the noise changes much faster than the channel and we can assume
the channel coherent time is long over symbols. Upon that assumption, g2k,t and
q2k,t are regarded as instant values and the coloured noise on arbitrary subcarrier
index is in the additions of Gaussian noise variables with power spectrum No/2
(N0
2
= σ2n) from all subcarriers. The coloured noise variance Vk at subcarrier
index k is then calculated as
Vk =
N0
2
(
N∑
t=1
g2k,t +
N∑
t=1
q2k,t) (3.27)
With the provision of the instantaneous coloured noise variance Vk, we yield the
reformulated expression of the suboptimum MMSE equalizer for kth subcarrier
W subk =
σ2sH
H
k
σ2s |Hk|2 + Vk
(3.28)
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As evidenced by the above equation, the pre-filtering effect is compensated by
the MMSE equalizer for DCT-MCM systems, as the coloured noise power varies
at different instants.
3.3.2 Maximum Likelihood Detection
The ML detection is an outstanding solution that obtains optimal performance
among the three. The detector considers all potential realizations by searching
for all possible signal constellation. By assuming the raw bit value can be either
zero or non-zero, a log-likelihood ratio (LLR) based detector is employed to give
the logarithm of the ratio of a posteriori probabilities of the modulated symbols.
In our case, the conditional probability density function of yk given ak is in the
form as p(yk|ak) = 1√piVk exp(−
|yk−Hkak|2
Vk
). This holds for a specific information
data frame for which the Vk stands for instantaneous coloured noise variance.
In general, soft information in the form of the LLR indicates the confidence
of demapping decision. In this regard, according to [36], the soft information
contained at the ith bit is represented as
Li = ln
∑
ak∈A(1)i
p(ak|yk)∑
ak∈A(0)i
p(ak|yk) = ln
∑
ak∈A(1)i
p(yk|ak)∑
ak∈A(0)i
p(yk|ak)
= ln
∑
ak∈A(1)i
exp(−|yk−Hkak |
2
Vk
)∑
ak∈A(0)i
exp(−|yk−Hkak |
2
Vk
)
(3.29)
where A(λ)i is the set of all possible candidate ASK symbols corresponding to bi =
λ, λ ∈ {0, 1}.With the provision of log-sum-exponential approximation property:
log
∑
i exp(φi) = maxi(φi), after taking out the CFR effect and assuming the ZF
equalized symbol on the kth subcarrier is zk = yk/Hk, and the LLR equation is
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simplified to
Li ≈ ln
max
ak∈A(1)i
exp[−|Hk|2(zk − ak)2/Vk]
max
ak∈A(0)i
exp[−|Hk|2(zk − ak)2/Vk]
=
Vk
|Hk|2{ maxak∈A(1)i
[−(zk − ak)2]− max
ak∈A(0)i
[−(zk − ak)2]}
=
Vk
|Hk|2{− minak∈A(1)i
(zk − ak)2 + min
ak∈A(0)i
(zk − ak)2} (3.30)
As indicated, the pre-filtering effect on both signal and noise components are com-
pensated on the part Vk|Hk|2 in Eq. (3.30), leading to optimum system performance
for DCT-MCM systems.
3.4 Numerical Results
The BER performance of DCT-MCM systems is plotted in Fig. 3.7 with re-
spect to the above three reformulated detection methods under a typical Rayleigh
fading channel. Specifically, we consider a ten-path (i.e. Lc=10) slow-varying
Rayleigh fading channel with exponential power delay profile, and the channel in-
formation is supposed to be perfectly obtained by the receiver. As indicated in [53]
that the bandwidth of a DCT-MCM system by transmitting one-dimensional for-
matted signals can be only half of that required by a classic DFT-MCM system
with the same number of subcarriers, in order to make a fair comparison with
DFT-MCM systems in the sense of same bandwidth efficiency, we assign 128
number of 8ASK modulated subcarriers to DCT-MCM and 64 number of 64
quadrature amplitude modulation (64QAM) subcarriers to DFT-MCM systems
respectively. A CP length of 12 is guaranteed for DFT-MCM whereas it is doubled
in DCT-MCM. Additionally. the channel is coded with the polynomial (133,171)
code at constraint length of 7 and rate of 1/2 for both systems. As shown in Fig.
3.7, due to the output SNR gain that explained in proposition 4, DCT-MCM sys-
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Figure 3.7: BER performance for DCT-MCM and DFT-MCM systems in three
detection methods
tems outperform DFT-MCM based ones on all situations. It can also be observed
that our proposed suboptimum MMSE equalizer can approach the performance
of the optimum MMSE while reducing the detection complexity significantly. On
the other hand, since typically the detection of less dense symbols is more robust
to noise, DCT-MCM systems can result in improved error-rate performance when
operating far from the capacity limit. This is verified by the superiority gap of
ZF at 4dB at a BER of 10−2 and MMSE at 2dB at a BER of 10−3 between these
two systems. . However, it is reduced to around 1dB at a BER of 10−4 if the
optimum ML approach is used for the two systems, which is seen in the figure.
As for the complexity comparison, the DCT-MCM experience similar complexity
order with that of DFT-MCM under the same detection method.
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3.5 Summary
In this chapter, the gain of output SNR at the receiver of the DCT-MCM system
is derived analytically for each subcarrier. It has been shown the filtering oper-
ation introduces channel correlation to the received signals, leading to a output
SNR gain up to three folds. The gain depends on subcarrier index and channel
characteristics. As to the detection techniques, we propose methods to take into
account output instantaneous SNR, based upon which the criterion for MMSE
and ML are reformulated respectively. The BER results verify the performance
enhancement by considering filtering effect.
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Chapter 4
Pre-Filtering Based DCT-MCM
with Hardware Imperfections
In Chapter 3, we focus on the performance analysis on the DCT-MCM system
with perfect transceiver and sufficient guard sequence. However, in practice, due
to the hardware impairments and inaccurate synchronization errors, a certain
level of CFO and TO will always be introduced at the transceivers. Moreover,
sufficient prefix and suffix length is not always guaranteed in order to improve
the bandwidth efficiency of the system. In this section, we will first derive the
system model by taking all aforementioned imperfections into consideration. The
system performance is analysed in terms of power of desired signal, ICI, ISI and
noise. Based on the derived mathematical expressions, new iterative equalization
algorithms are proposed to mitigate the effect of interference and noise. It is
verified that the DCT-MCM schemes are more robust to ICI than its DFT-MCM
counterpart and the proposed iterative equalization algorithms could effectively
suppress the ICI effect in general.
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4.1 System Model
In the presence of TO effect and insufficient guard time sequence, the deriva-
tion for DCT-MCM system in Section III using matrix operations are no longer
suitable for imperfection analysis. Therefore, we will use discrete series in time
domain to express the generalized model in this section. The discrete time se-
quence of a transmitted block is clearly shown in Eq. (2.10). Considering the
introduced inter-block interference due to system imperfection, the correspond-
ing discrete time series is extended from single block case to consecutive ones, by
which the mth sample in the ith transmitted block is given by
xi(m) =
N−1∑
n=0
ai,nβn cos [
pin(2m+ 1)
2N
],
m = −v, · · · , N · · · , N + v − 1. (4.1)
For each transmitted block of N + 2v time-domain samples passing through the
channel, the receiver chooses N consecutive useful data samples in the middle to
be processed further and discards the other 2v guard interval samples from the
front-end side equally. Assuming the frame synchronization error is presented as
sampling time offset ∆k, the indices of the remaining N samples corresponding
to the jth received block are {k−∆k+j(N+2v)|k = 0, · · · , N−1}. In that case,
the remaining samples r(k) of the jth received block after channel convolution
and guard symbols removing is written as
r(k) =
+∞∑
i=−∞
N+v−1∑
m=−v
xi(m)h(k −m− i(N + 2v)) + n(k),
k =−∆k+j(N+2v), · · · ,−∆k + j(N + 2v)+N−1. (4.2)
It is noted that, without loss of generality, we integrate channel convolution pro-
cess with the pre-filtering operations in Eq. (4.2) and take h(k) as a general
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effective symmetric CIR after pre-filtering. As the correlation property for h(k)
has already been proved in Chapter 3, for simplicity, we denote the effective chan-
nel autocorrelation function as R(k) = E[hk ·h∗k] and yield the general correlation
function:
E[hk1 · h∗k2 ] = [δ(k1 − k2) + δ(k1 + k2)− δ(k1)δ(k2)]R(k1) (4.3)
Here, the unit sample sequence δ(k) achieves the unit value of 1 if k = 0 but
remains 0 for k 6= 0. In the practical design of a typical OFDM based system,
a training sequence is usually employed in front of each symbol for the sake of
estimating the parameters of imperfections. This kind of imperfection detec-
tion mechanism could be applied to DCT-MCM as well. In the following, the
knowledge for CFO and TO is assumed to have been acquired from the training
symbols.
4.2 Performance Analysis
4.2.1 Desired Signal Power Analysis
In the following process, we focus on the data symbols detection within the in-
tended received block (j = 0). Due to fading effect caused by multipath, the
output of DCT performed as demultiplexing is corrupted by interference plus the
channel noise. Assuming the data symbols are statistically independent with unit
average energy and the transmitted average energy per symbol equals to Es. The
power of desired signal received at the nth output of the DCT can be expressed
in terms of desired signal, ISI, ICI, and coloured noise as follows:
Px(n) = Es
N
N + 2v
(PU(n) + PICI(n) + PISI(n)) + Vn (4.4)
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The useful power PU denotes the contribution from the desired symbol a0,n. The
ICI power PICI contains the contribution from the other symbols transmitted in
the considered transmission block (i = 0), whereas the ISI power PISI contains the
contribution power from all subcarriers within other transmission blocks (i 6= 0).
Finally, Vn denotes the contribution from the coloured noise defined in Eq. (3.27).
Assuming the neighbouring subcarriers are modulated, we obtain
PU(n) = E[|γ(n, 0, n)|2]
PICI(n) =
N−1∑
l=0,l 6=n
E[|γ(n, 0, l)|2]
PISI(n) =
+∞∑
i=−∞,i 6=0
N−1∑
l=0
E[|γ(n, i, l)|2] (4.5)
where γ(n, i, l), given by
γ(n, i, l) = βlβn
N−1∑
k=0
N+v−1∑
m=−v
cos
pi(2m+ 1)(l +∆f)
2N
· cos pi(2k + 1)n
2N
h(k −∆k −m− i(N + 2v) (4.6)
denotes the signal component for the demultiplexed output at nth subcarrier
during the intended received block j = 0, caused by the information symbol ai,l
multiplexed on the lth subcarrier with carrier offset ∆f considered during the
ith transmission block. In order to distinguish the signal component from de-
sired subcarrier and interference subcarriers separately, let us denote γ(n, 0, n)
(i = 0, l = n) as the desired signal power coefficient and the rest of γ(n, i, l)
are the interference power coefficients. For the calculation of the component
E[|γ(n, i, l)|2], after substituting Eq. (4.3) into Eq. (4.6), we provide a computa-
tional efficient expression for E[|γ(n, i, l)|2] by dividing it into six sub-components
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Figure 4.1: Power spectrum (in linear) on the 10th subcarrier for DCT-MCM
and DFT-MCM systems.(a)∆fT=0.05. (b)∆fT=0.1. (c)∆fT=0.2.
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(see Appendix B):
E|γ(n, i, l)|2 = E|γ1(n, i, l)|2 + E|γ2(n, i, l)|2
+E|γ3(n, i, l)|2 + E|γ4(n, i, l)|2
+E|γ5(n, i, l)|2 − E|γ6(n, i, l)|2 (4.7)
In the presence of interference for the non-synchronized DCT-MCM system, the
signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) of the nth subcarrier can be written as:
SIR(n) =
Pu(n)
PICI(n) + PISI(n)
(4.8)
4.2.2 ICI Effect Analysis
It is well known that DCT owns the advantage of energy compaction capabili-
ties [53]. That is, the signal energy is mainly distributed in a few DCT coeffi-
cients, while the remaining coefficients are negligibly small. In this regard, [53]
has shown that the DCT operation distributes more energy to the desired sub-
carrier and less energy to the ICI than the DFT operation under AWGN channel.
This superiority can be also verified for multipath environments in Fig. 4.1 where
the simulation channel complies with former IEEE 802.11 one. To highlight the
the power spectrum distinction between DCT-MCM and DFT-MCM, we choose
the 10th subcarrier as an example for the desired subcarrier in a 64-subcarrier
system and show its power spectrum coefficients E[|γ(n, 0, 10)|2] from subcarrier
index n = 4 to 16. The remaining coefficients are sufficiently small to be ignored,
and are not plotted in the figure. In the presence of normalised frequency offset,
∆fT=0.05, 0.1 and 0.2 are presented for power spectrum comparison, respec-
tively.
As can be seen in Fig. 4.1, for smaller absolute frequency offset, DCT-MCM
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Figure 4.2: Power of PU and PICI in different subcarriers for DCT-MCM and
DFT-MCM in the presence of transceiver imperfection. (a) CFO=0.2, TO=0.
(b)CFO=0, TO=2.
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shows better energy compaction property than DFT-MCM. Due to correlated
filtering, the central desired subcarrier power can even be amplified to 1.4 times
whereas DFT-MCM can only close to unit. However, by increasing the normalised
frequency offset, the SIR for DCT-MCM will dramatically decrease and finally
suffers higher ICI than that of DFT-MCM, which concurs with the results given
in [53] under AWGN case.
In terms of the desire signal power PU and ICI power PICI , Fig. 4.2 demonstrates
the interference effect introduced by CFO and TO individually. In the case of
CFO=0.05, PU in DCT-MCM still see non-linear power distribution among sub-
carrier index due to filtering effect. This distributed desired signal power is higher
in DCT-MCM while the interference noise PICI are almost under the same level
for both two systems. On the other hand, Fig. 4.2 (b) depicts the power vari-
ation property from TO perspective. As shown in the figure, the PU curve has
very similar distribution trend with cosine waves and the PICI is the other way
around. Some sensitive subcarrier indexes (e.g n=18, 49) experience deep fading
with maximum ICI noise. Nevertheless, in practical system design, since channel
coding and interleaving techniques are involved, this kind of impairment can be
remitted without much BER performance degradation.
4.3 Efficient Iterative Detection Algorithm
With the provision of a complete signal model taking all the CFO, TO and insuf-
ficient guard sequence into consideration for DCT-MCM system under multipath
environments, we can get the expression for the desired symbol on the nth sub-
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carrier of the intended received block (j = 0)
y0,n = γ(n, 0, n)a0,n +
N−1∑
l=0,l 6=n
γ(n, 0, l)a0,l
+
+∞∑
i=−∞,i 6=0
N−1∑
l=0
γ(n, i, l)ai,l + Vn (4.9)
As can be seen in Eq. (4.9), with certain level of imperfections introduced the
received symbol y0,n will suffer from inner-block and inter-block interference plus
coloured noise. The coloured noise has been analysed on the effect of pre-filtering
and corresponding compensation methods have been proposed for optimum per-
formance. But the interference will render the channel equalization matrix non-
diagonal by which huge computational complexity has to be involved due to the
inversion of channel equalization matrix especially when N is fairly large. On
the other hand, the overall effective noise is no longer channel noise dominated,
resulting ML method out of use in this case.
In the sequel, we first modify our channel equalization function for the ZF method.
The other two performance enhanced methods MMSE and ML are then updated
by the iteration results from a ZF equalizer. By regarding the correlated inter-
ference term as an additional part of the overall effective noise, we can avoid
very complex joint-detection process. Consequently, the desired symbol a0,n that
transmitted on the nth subcarrier in the intended received block j = 0 can be
recovered through the modified ZF equalizer by the expression in terms of its
desired signal component coefficient as
WZF0,n = γ(n, 0, n)
H/|γ(n, 0, n)|2 (4.10)
However, for MMSE and ML equalizers, since the interference is correlated with
desired subcarrier, direct equalizing operation incurs huge computational burden
due to the destroyed orthogonal condition. And the channel equalizer matrix is
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Figure 4.3: BER performance for 8ASK DCT-MCM in normal and iterative
detection methods in the presence of imperfections.
no longer strictly diagonally dominant. To achieve optimum error rate perfor-
mance as well as reduced equalization complexity, a ZF-based iterative technique
is employed to address this problem. With the provision of a typical ZF equal-
izer function in Eq. (4.10), we yield the equalized symbol x˜0,n = y0,n · WZF0,n .
Supposing the recovered symbol from x˜0,n after a de-mapper is a˜0,n, we can esti-
mate the interference term by feeding back the recovered symbols a˜0,n with their
corresponding interference power coefficients
nIFC0,n =
N−1∑
l=0,l 6=n
γ(n, 0, l)a˜0,l +
+∞∑
i=−∞,i 6=0
N−1∑
l=0
γ(n, i, l)a˜i,l (4.11)
As aforementioned energy-compaction property of DCT, the desired signal power
is highly concentrated on the modulated subcarrier and its few neighbouring sub-
carriers. This means most of the interference power coefficients are not significant
and there is no need to calculate every interference term. Hence, we may relax the
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Figure 4.4: BER performance at Eb/No=16dB for MMSE and ML detections for
8ASK DCT-MCM in the presence of imperfections (a) CFO=0.05, TO=4, v=7.
(b) CFO=0.2, TO=4, v=7.
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constraint to approximate the overall interference noise by making the following
definition:
γ˜(n, i, l) =


= γ(n, i, l) if γ(n, i, l) > ξγ(n, 0, n);
≈ 0 if γ(n, i, l) ≤ ξγ(n, 0, n).
(4.12)
where ξ is the interference power impact factor which allows flexibility for the bal-
ance between complexity and accuracy. Extensive tested results indicate a value
of 3% for ξ is applicable for most cases where good approximation of interference
noise can be obtained with very few terms. The approximate interference noise
is thus formulated as
n˜IFC0,n =
N−1∑
l=0,l 6=n
γ˜(n, 0, l)a˜0,l +
+∞∑
i=−∞,i 6=0
N−1∑
l=0
γ˜(n, i, l)a˜i,l (4.13)
By eliminating the interference noise before equalizer, the sparse effective chan-
nel equalization matrix now becomes diagonally dominant. Consequently, upon
invoking the MMSE criterion in Eq. (3.28), the equalized symbol can be yield by
x˜MMSE0,n = (y0,n − n˜IFC0,n )
σ2sγ(n, 0, n)
H
σ2s |γ(n, 0, n)|2 + Vn
(4.14)
For the ML method, equalization function in Eq. (3.30) is updated to:
Li = ln
∑
a0,n∈A(1)i
exp(
−|y˜0,n−γ(n,0,n)a0,n|2
Vn
)∑
a0,n∈A(0)i
exp(
−|y˜0,n−γ(n,0,n)a0,n|2
Vn
)
=
Vn
|γ(n, 0, n)|2{− mina0,n∈A(1)i
(z˜0,n − a0,n)2
+ min
a0,n∈A(0)i
(z˜0,n − a0,n)2} (4.15)
where y˜0,n = y0,n − n˜IFC0,n and z˜0,n = y˜0,n/γ(n, 0, n). However, this equalization
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algorithm only works well when the interference is moderate. In the case of
hardware impairment where ICI and ISI account for significant power loss, in
order to estimate the interference accurately, it is benefit to update our new
demodulated results and iterate them over Eq. (4.14) and Eq. (4.15) for several
times.
The ZF-based iterative interference cancellation detections are verified by BER
performance under comparison with normal detection methods. The simulation
environment complies with what we assumed in Section III. In the presence of
imperfections, we simulate the DCT-MCM system with CFO=0.2, TO=2 and
reduce the prefix and suffix length from 12 to 7 (channel length is 11). As can
be seen in Fig. 4.3, the new proposed iterative detection methods can success-
fully cancellate the ICI and ISI interference and therefore significantly improve
the system performance by only one iteration. A 2 dB gain is achieved by the
iterative MMSE equalizer while the iterative ML method shows even better at-
tractive improvements, which demonstrates around 3 dB gain superiority than
the iterative MMSE equalizer.
Fig. 4.4, on the other hand, shows the convergence property at Eb/No=16dB.
Noted that the number of iterations at zero means the results are ZF based and
has not yet iterated to MMSE and ML cases. As can be seen from the figure, if the
interference level is moderate (e.g. CFO=0.05, TO=4, v=7) to the transmitted
signal power, single iteration is sufficient to achieve the optimum performance,
which is clearly identified in Fig. 4.4(a). However, when imperfection errors play
dominant role (e.g. CFO=0.2, TO=4, v=7), increasing the number of iterations
may be appropriately adjusted for striking a flexible trade off between the per-
formance gain obtained and the complexity burden imposed, especially for ML
method as verified in Fig. 4.4(b).
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4.4 Summary
In this chapter, in the presence of transceiver imperfections, we show that the
advantage of energy compaction property by DCT still holds over multipath chan-
nels. In order to combat the interference arising from imperfection errors, new
iterative equalization algorithms are proposed to effectively improve the perfor-
mance of one-tap channel equalization algorithms. In the case of severe conditions
where ICI and ISI are dominated, the proposed algorithms are able to mitigate
the interference effect by adjusting the number of iteration times. An interesting
topic for future research is to derive the exact theoretical BER performance for
the prefiltering DCT-MCM systems.
Chapter 5
Enhanced Detections for
Zero-Padding Based DCT-MCM
System
In digital multicarrier communications, Zero Padding (ZP) is one form of redun-
dancy inserted in the transmitted sequence instead of CP to avoid inter-block
interference. In DFT-Based OFDM systems, the effect of ZP has been previously
studied. In a recent work, ZP has been also analysed when using the Type-IV
even Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT4e). In both approaches, some procedures
have been proposed to handle the received vector, in order to recover the orig-
inal signal. In this chapter, following one of the effective solutions by which
zeros are inserted as guard sequence and the DCT operation at the receiver is
replaced by DFT of double length, we apply and evaluate several detection meth-
ods when we appropriately reformulate the detection criterion for the post-DFT
signals in single antenna case. This means that the N subcarriers are demulti-
plexed by a DFT of 2N points, rather than using a N point DCT. It is then
examined that with useful information only kept on the in-phase branch, the
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Figure 5.1: Baseband equivalent model of zero-padded DCT-MCM system [43]
inter-carrier-intereference (ICI) could be effectively eliminated by taking the real
part of processed DFT outputs.Additionally, we found that with the help of one
of our reformulated detection approaches, the DCT-MCM system can firstly be
extended to multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) application. In all cases, we
show that despite the resulting inter-carrier interference, with our proposed detec-
tion approaches, the DCT-MCM schemes can outperform, in terms of error-rate,
conventional OFDM-based systems.
5.1 System Model
In this part, we describe in details about the expression of the received signal for
the zero-padded DCT-MCM system over the wireless frequency-selective channel
which is also illustrated in Fig. 5.1. In accordance with previous definitions,
we still consider the type-II DCT pair for multiplexing/demultiplexing. For N
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subcarriers carrying data information, the baseband modulated signal x(n) can
be represented as
x(n) =
N−1∑
k=0
akβk cos [
pik(2n+ 1)
2N
], n = 0, 1, · · · , N − 1. (5.1)
where ak is amplitude-shift keying (ASK) modulated information symbol loaded
on the kth subcarrier and with the parameter βk being defined as
βk =


√
1
N
, k = 0√
2
N
, k = 1, 2, · · · , N − 1
(5.2)
In order to achieve inter-symbol-interference free transmission, we insert zeros
at the end of each block instead of symmetric prefix and suffix which is used as
guard interval in pre-filtering methods [24]. Here, the CIR of a generic multipath
complex channel is defined as h(n) with length of L. Assuming that the guard
interval length is identical to that of the channel, the zero-padded signal is, then,
represented by x˜(n), where x˜(n) = x(n) for 0 ≤ n ≤ N − 1, and x˜(n) = 0 for
N < n ≤ N + L − 1. In this case, the received signal is obtained through the
convolution with the channel as
r(n) = h(n) ∗ x˜(n) + z(n), 0 ≤ n ≤ N + L− 1 (5.3)
where z(n) is the additive noise.
At the receiver, the information data extraction process is quite different from the
conventional approach. We first complement zeros at the end of each received
signal block to get a new block of size 2N . This effective received signal is
denoted as r2N (n), where r2N (n) = r(n) for 0 ≤ n ≤ N + L− 1, and r2N(n) = 0
for N + L ≤ n ≤ 2N − 1. A length of 2N DFT operation is then performed to
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obtain the demultiplexed signal in frequency domain, which is
Y (m) = F2N [r2N (n)]
= F2N [h2N (n)] · F2N [x2N (n)] + F2N [z2N (n)]
= H(m) ·X(m) + Z(m), m = 0, 1, · · · , 2N − 1. (5.4)
where h2N (n) and x2N (n) are the zero padded blocks of length of 2N for h(n)
and x˜(n), respectively. z2N is the zero padded counterpart of z(n). To bring the
demodulated signal identical forms with DCT-II, Eq. (5.4) then can be re-written
as
Y (m) = ej
2pi
2N
m· 1
2H(m) · e−j 2pi2Nm· 12X(m) + Z(m)
= H˜(m) · X˜(m) + Z(m) (5.5)
where H˜(m) = ej
2pi
2N
m· 1
2H(m) and X˜(m) = e−j
2pi
2N
m· 1
2X(m), respectively. Then,
the transmission channel effect can be eliminated by compensating for the term
H˜(m). Then, we need to focus further on X˜(m) in order to identify effective
equalization and detection algorithms. The demultiplexed signal X˜(m) can be
described as
X˜(m) =
N−1∑
k=0
ak ·G(m, k) (5.6)
with G(m, k) being
G(m, k) =
√
1
2N
βk
N−1∑
n=0
cos
pi
N
k(n +
1
2
) · e−j piNm(n+ 12 ) (5.7)
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According to Eq. (5.7), the coefficient set G(m, k) can get four values
G(m, k)
=


√
1
2
k = m,m = 0
0.5 k = m, 0 < m ≤ N − 1
−0.5 k = 2N −m,N < m ≤ 2N − 1
jIm{G(m, k)} others.
(5.8)
Eq. (5.8) implies that all the useful information lies on the real part of demul-
tiplexed signal X˜(m) while the imaginary part accounts for interference. By
combining Eq. (5.6) and Eq. (5.8), we yield
X˜(m) =

√
1
2
am m = 0
0.5am + j ·XI,m m = 1, · · · , N − 1
j ·XI,m m = N
−0.5a2N−m + j ·XI,m m = N + 1, · · · , 2N − 1.
(5.9)
where XI,m is real and represents the sum of the crosstalk interference on the
imaginary part from other subcarriers. From Eq. (5.9), we can equalize the first
information symbol a0 from the initial received symbol whereas the rest of the
information symbols can be recovered either by equalizing the first half of Y (m)
at m = 1, · · · , N − 1 or/and the other half of that at m = N + 1, · · · , 2N − 1,
or by combining these two parts. For example, the information symbol a2 lies on
X˜(m) at m = 2 and m = 2N − 2. As a consequence, how to combine X˜(2) and
X˜(2N − 2) becomes the challenge for recovering the data symbol a2. It is noted
that as the Nth demultiplexed symbol X˜(N) contains no useful information but
only interference on the imaginary branch, we can neglect Y (m) at m = N in the
following detection/equalization process.
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5.2 Enhanced Detections
With double the demultiplexed symbols available, detection can be flexible and
several combining techniques can be applied. In this part, we adopt three con-
ventional combining schemes in an appropriate form for DCT-MCM and compare
their efficiency in terms of achievable output SNR.
5.2.1 Uncombined Detection (UD)
Since the second half of the post-DFT demodulated signals repeats the same
information, it is easy to use the first half symbols for equalization and neglect the
others. Based on Eq. (5.5) and Eq. (5.9), the corresponding equalization process
is represented by Y (m)
H˜(m)
=
√
1
2
am+
Z(m)
H˜(m)
for n = 0 and Y (m)
H˜(m)
= 0.5am+j·XI,m+ Z(m)H˜(m)
for n 6= 0. We then take the real part of the equalized signal and the information
data symbol is recovered as
a˜m =


√
2Y (m)
H˜(m)
= am+
√
2Z(m)
H˜(m)
m = 0
2Y (m)
H˜(m)
= am+Re{2Z(m)H˜(m) } m = 1, · · · , N − 1.
(5.10)
To derive the output SNR, we first assume that the normalized signal power of
ak is Ex and the noise variance of Z(m) is σ
2. Accordingly, we have the output
SNR for the several subcarriers to be
SNRUDn =


Ex|H˜(n)|2
2σ2
n = 0
Ex|H˜(n)|2
4σ2
n 6= 0.
(5.11)
It is noted that the first data information symbol is only kept by X˜(m) at
m = 0, retaining the output SNR at the first subcarrier regardless of the equal-
ization/combining scheme.
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5.2.2 Maximal ratio combining (MRC) Detection
In the above equalization/detection approach, we explore only the half or the
post-DFT received signals for information recovery. However, this is clearly not
the optimal solution as the half of received information is ignored. Maximal Ratio
Combining (MRC) can be used to fully exploit all received elements and therefore
maximize the output SNR [15]. The information signal from each desired symbol
is rotated and compensated according to the phase and strength of the channel.
The obtained signal is then in a combination of the two compensated symbols,
which is
H˜∗(m)Y (m)− H˜∗(2N −m)Y (2N −m)
=
|H˜(m)|2 + |H˜(2N −m)|2
2
am
+|H˜(m)|2 · jXI,m + |H˜(2N −m)|2 · jXI,2N−m
+H˜∗(m)Z(m)− H˜∗(2N −m)Z(2N −m),m 6= 0 (5.12)
The interference from the term XI,m and XI,2N−m can be eliminated by taking
the real operation:
Re{H˜∗(m)Y (m)− H˜∗(2N −m)Y (2N −m)}
=
|H˜(m)|2 + |H˜(2N −m)|2
2
· am + wMRCm , m 6= 0
(5.13)
where wMRCm = Re{H˜∗(m)Z(m) − H˜∗(2N − m)Z(2N − m)}. The equalized
symbol can, thus, be expressed as
a˜m =


am +
√
2Z(m)H˜∗(m)
|H˜(m)|2 m = 0
am +
wEGCm
|H˜(m)|2+|H˜(2N−m)|2 m = 1, · · · , N − 1.
(5.14)
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The corresponding output SNR is changed accordingly to
SNRMRCn =


Ex|H˜(n)|2
2σ2
n = 0
Ex(|H˜(n)|2+|H˜(2N−n)|2)
4σ2
n 6= 0.
(5.15)
Compared with UD scheme, an enhanced output SNR gain is obtained for n 6= 0.
5.2.3 Equal Gain Combining (EGC) Detection
In MRC scheme, the equalizer is build as a signal power combiner that is optimal
in the sense of SNR. However, the technique requires the compensation weights
to vary with the fading and the signals magnitude may fluctuate over several 10s
of dB [21]. The equal gain combiner sidesteps this problem by setting unit gain
at each element. In the equal gain combiner, we have
Y (m)
H˜(m)
− Y (2N −m)
H˜(2N −m) =
am + j(XI,m −XI,2N−m) + Z(m)
H˜(m)
− Z(2N −m)
H˜(2N −m) , m 6= 0 (5.16)
Similar to the MRC scheme, the real part of the combined signal is extracted to
achieve free interference, by which we have
Re{H˜∗(m)Y (m)− H˜∗(2N −m)Y (2N −m)}
= am + w
EGC
m , m 6= 0 (5.17)
where wEGCm = Re{ Z(m)H˜(m) −
Z(2N−m)
H˜(2N−m )}. Also, the output SNR is given by
SNREGCn =


Ex|H˜(n)|2
2σ2
n = 0
Ex|H˜(n)|2|H˜(2N−n)|2
(|H˜(n)|2+|H˜(2N−n)|2)σ2 n 6= 0.
(5.18)
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5.3 Comparisons for the Three Enhanced De-
tections
With the output SNR derived we can evaluate each scheme’s achieved perfor-
mance. The first subcarrier achieves the same output SNR in all cases, or
SNRMRCn = SNR
EGC
n = SNR
UD
n for n = 0. For a fair comparison, we focus
on the output SNR for the rest of the subcarriers. For the MRC and the EGC
schemes we get
SNRMRCn
SNREGCn
=
(|H˜(n)|2 + |H˜(2N − n)|2)2
4|H˜(n)|2|H˜(2N − n)|2
=
|H˜(n)|4 + |H˜(2N − n)|4
4|H˜(n)|2|H˜(2N − n)|2 +
1
2
≥ 2H˜(n)|
2|H˜(2N − n)|2
4|H˜(n)|2|H˜(2N − n)|2 +
1
2
= 1 (5.19)
Consequently, we have SNRMRCn ≥ SNREGCn for n 6= 0. Similarly
SNREGCn
SNRUDn
=
4|H˜(2N − n)|2
|H˜(n)|2 + |H˜(2N − n)|2 (5.20)
In cases where the average channel power can be assumed equal among subcarriers
(e.g. E[|H(n)|2] = E[|H(2N − n)|2]), as in the case of Rayleigh fading channel,
then we can get that
E[SNREGCn ]
E[SNRUDn ]
=
4E[(|H˜(2N − n)|2)]
2E[|H˜(2N − n)|2] = 2, n 6= 0 (5.21)
By taking the expected value of Eq. (5.20) and combines it with Eq. (5.21), we
can have for our three schemes:
E[SNRMRCn ]≥E[SNREGCn ]=2E[SNRUDn ], n 6= 0 (5.22)
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Figure 5.2: BER comparison between 4ASK DCT-MCM in three equalization
schemes and ML-based 16QAM OFDM system
Fig. 5.2 and Fig. 5.3 give the simulated bit-error rate (BER) performance of
DCT-MCM systems with the three reformulated approaches, against a conven-
tional maximum-likelihood (ML) employed OFDM based system under a ten-
path slow-varying Rayleigh fading channel. Considering the subcarrier spacing
in DCT-MCM is half of that in OFDM and one-dimensional signalling format
is only allowed to keep subcarrier orthogonality on DCT-MCM, for a fair com-
parison, we assign 128 subcarriers to DCT-MCM with 4ASK scheme and 64
subcarriers to DFT-MCM with 16 quadrature amplitude modulation (16QAM)
scheme respectively to obtain the same data rate within an allocated bandwidth.
This principle is followed by the comparison for 8ASK modulated DCT-MCM
and 64QAM modulated OFDM as well. In addition, the polynomial (133,171)
code with constraint length of 7 and rate of 1/2 is employed for both systems. As
can be seen from the figure, the MRC scheme can achieve the best performance
for DCT-MCM systems, followed by EGC and UD schemes, which concurs with
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Figure 5.3: BER comparison between 8ASK DCT-MCM in three equalization
schemes and ML-based 64QAM OFDM system
our output SNR analysis. In addition, the OFDM system is only superior to
the EGC and UD based DCT-MCM systems. By exploiting the diversity gain
provided by double post-DFT symbols, the MRC-based DCT-MCM scheme can
consistently outperform the conventional OFDM system by approximately 1.5 dB
at a very low BER level.
5.4 Effective Detection in MIMO Scenario
The lack of circular convolution property by DCT also restricts the DCT-MCM
employment with MIMO systems. For example, the pre-filtering method in [24]
could sidestep the one-tap equalization problem. However, in MIMO scenarios
such an approach is not efficient any more. In this section, we investigate the
feasibility of the above three equalization schemes in combination with our em-
ployed MIMO systems and we reformulate the equalization process in terms of
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Figure 5.4: A typical MIMO use case.
matrix/vector product.
A typical MIMO use case is illustrated in Fig. 5.4. In order to fully exploit its
multiplexing gain, we consider a typical MIMO case with ni inputs and no outputs
with zero-padded DCT-MCM. In this case, the total throughput is significantly
improved with the increased antenna number. Without loss of generality, we can
extend Eq. (5.5) into MIMO systems as
Ym = H˜m · X˜m + Zm (5.23)
where Ym = [Y1(m), Y2(m), . . . , Yno(m)]
T is the signal received vector and X˜m =
[X˜1(m), X˜2(m), . . . , X˜ni(m)]
T is the demodulated symbol vector, respectively.
H˜m can be viewed as a channel matrix of dimension no × ni where its element
H˜i,j(m) represents the channel frequency coefficient in the link from the jth trans-
mitter to the ith receiver. Since the MRC provide better performance than the
other two schemes, we consider it as our first choice for DCT-MCM MIMO sys-
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Figure 5.5: BER comparison between 4ASK DCT-MCM in EGC scheme and
16QAM MMSE-based OFDM system in MIMO case.
tems detection. The equalization process in Eq. (5.12) is, then, modified to
H˜
H
mYm − H˜
H
2N−mY2N−m
=
H˜mH˜
H
m + H˜2N−mH˜
H
2N−m
2
Am
+H˜mH˜
H
m · jXI,m + H˜2N−mH˜
H
2N−m · jXI,2N−m
+H˜
H
mZm − H˜
H
2N−mZ2N−m, m 6= 0 (5.24)
where Am = [a
m
1 , a
m
2 , . . . , a
m
ni
]T is the data information vector at mth subcar-
rier and XI,m is the vectored counterpart for the interference XI,m. As can
be seen from Eq. (5.24), the equalized interference terms H˜mH˜
H
m · jXI,m and
H˜2N−mH˜
H
2N−m · jXI,2N−m are now complex, with both real and imaginary parts,
resulting in unavoidable crosstalk to the data information vector. However, this
does not hold for the EGC and the UD schemes. In the equal gain combiner case,
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Figure 5.6: BER comparison between 8ASK DCT-MCM in EGC scheme and
64QAM MMSE-based OFDM system in MIMO case.
we have
Ym
H˜m
− Y2N−m
H˜2N−m
=
Am + j(XI,m −XI,2N−m) + Zm
H˜m
− Z2N−m
H˜2N−m
,
m 6= 0 (5.25)
Still, the interference term j(XI,m−XI,2N−m) has only an imaginary part, allowing
for interference free detection. Since the EGC scheme typically achieves better
performance than the UD one as verified in Eq. (5.22), we consider it as optimal
for MIMO detection. Then, the recovered symbol vector A˜m is provided as
A˜m =


Am +
√
2Zm
H˜m
m = 0
Am +Re{ ZmH˜m −
Z2N−m
H˜2N−m
} m = 1, · · · , N − 1.
(5.26)
Fig. 5.5 and Fig. 5.6 show the BER for EGC-based DCT-MCM and 4 × 4 and
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16 × 16 MIMO chahnnels. The performance of MIMO-OFDM system is also
provided for comparison. Due to the impractical complexity of ML detection, we
instead apply a minimum mean square error (MMSE) equalizer which is of similar
computational complexity to the EGC scheme. The simulation assumptions of
the former Section are also adopted here. With our proposed detection methods,
DCT-MCM schemes show improved error rate performance than the conventional
MIMO-OFDM system for both the 4× 4 and 16× 16 cases.
5.5 Summary
In this chapter, we examined several equalization/detections schemes for zero-
padded DCT-MCM systems. Their corresponding output SNR is derived and
compared. It has been shown that for single antenna systems, MRC is the opti-
mum approach for DCT-MCM and can outperform traditional OFDM systems.
However, tis extension to MIMO scenario is prohibited from interference related
problems. Nevertheless, our simulation results show the EGC based detection
approach can be a good candidate for DCT-MCM MIMO systems and can out-
perform MIMO-OFDM systems employing MMSE detection.
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Chapter 6
Enhanced DCT-OFDM with IM
The discrete cosine transform based orthogonal frequency division multiplexing
with index modulation (DCT-OFDM-IM) is a recently developed technique which
could yield spectral efficiency improvements with double number of available sub-
carriers relative to the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) based counterpart (which
is called DFT-OFDM-IM) while occupying the same bandwidth. In this chapter,
we establish an enhanced transceiver structure for the DCT-OFDM-IM proposed
as EDCT-OFDM-IM where the effective channel matrix could be diagonalized
by DCT over multi-path channels to support interference-free transmission. Ben-
efiting from that, the corresponding maximum likelihood (ML) detector is re-
formulated to an appropriate form for symbol bits and index bits recovering.
Based on the approximate pairwise error probability, a theoretical upper bound
on the average bit-error probability of EDCT-OFDM-IM is derived in closed form
over frequency-selective Rayleigh fading channels. Additionally, The achievable
performance of the proposed EDCT-OFDM-IM scheme is analysed from several
aspects including the spectral efficiency, corresponding Euclidean distance (ED),
the peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR) value as well as its robustness against fre-
quency offset. It is shown via computer simulations that our performance studies
verify the bit-error rate (BER) performance superiority of the EDCT-OFDM-IM
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scheme over its conventional DFT-based counterpart. Furthermore, we demon-
strate the EDCT-OFDM-IM scheme is comparable with the DFT-OFDM-IM
counterpart in terms of PAPR but is more robust to the ICI effect.
6.1 Introduction of DCT-OFDM-IM
The index modulation (IM) techniques, which exploit the indices of the sub-
carrier blocks as new dimensions to convey information compared to traditional
digital modulation schemes, have attracted tremendous research interest in the
academic community over the past few years [4,29,66]. Benefiting from the inher-
ent properties of IM which offer appealing trade-offs in terms of error performance,
complexity and spectral efficiency, the IM applied orthogonal frequency division
multiplexing (OFDM), which is also called OFDM-IM, obtains several attractive
advantages over classic OFDM systems [4]. Furthermore, recent studies show the
IM-based schemes could provide the flexibility applications for vehicle-to-vehicle
(V2V), vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2X), and underwater acoustic (UWA) com-
munication systems [32, 62], making them as competitive candidates for 5G and
beyond wireless communication networks.
Although index modulation is well studied and employed in OFDM, the basic
structure to perform multiplexing/demultiplexing of all of the systems is gener-
ally based on the inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT) and discrete Fourier
transform (DFT) modules. However, since the number of subcarriers in the DCT-
OFDM system occupying the same bandwidth is doubled, the DCT-OFDM-IM
shows great potianl to obtain several performance advantages. In parciluar, as
indicated in [8], the DCT-OFDM-IM could brings the designing freedom to reach
a higher spectral efficiency with flexible indices grouping strategies provided by
the double number of subcarriers.
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Figure 6.1: Transceiver structure of the EDCT-OFDM-IM scheme (a) transmit-
ter structure (b) receiver structure.
6.2 Proposed Enhanced DCT-OFDM-IM
In accordance with the previous chapters, the transceiver structure of EDCT-
OFDM-IM originally proposed in [3,23] is followed by pre-filtering method which
use a time-reversed filter at the front of receiver to render the effective channel
matrix diagonalizable by DCT in frequency domain. In cooperation with this
pre-filter, both prefix and suffix at least equal to the channel delay spread are
required as guard interval in the form of symmetric extension from modulated
signal.
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6.2.1 Transmitter Structure
Consider a EDCT-OFDM-IM system employs N subcarriers, and all the subcar-
riers are divided into G groups with each containing L = N/G subcarriers. The
schematic of the DCT-OFDM-IM transmitter is illustrated in 6.1 (a). We denote
each group by Yg = [Y(g,0), Y(g,1), . . . , Y(g,L−1)]T , g = 0, 1, . . . , G − 1. Then the
data symbol vector can be given as:
xˆ = [YT0 ,Y
T
1 , . . . ,Y
T
G−1]
T . (6.1)
For each group, we select K out of L available subcarriers as active to map p1 =
⌊log2CKL ⌋ bits into a set of subcarrier indices combinations, while the remaining
indices are set to zeros. On the other hand, p2 = K log2(M) bits are modulated
as M-ary ASK data symbols and then transmitted by the K active subcarriers.
Accordingly, the total number of bits transmitted per EDCT-OFDM-IM block is
G · (p1 + p2). After subcarrier IM, the g-th group signal can be written as
Yg = [0, . . . , 0, s(g,0), 0, . . . , 0, s(g,1), 0, . . . , 0, s(g,K−1), 0, . . . , 0]T (6.2)
where s(g,k)(k = 0, 1, . . . , K − 1) represents the M-ary ASK constellation point,
and Yg ∈ Λ, where Λ is the set of all possible signal vectors. In order to combat
the correlation effect among adjacent channel coefficients to further improve its
error performance, a depth-G subcarrier level block interleaving is added into the
aforementioned system. As a result, the modified transmitted signals in frequency
domain can be expressed as
x= [X0, X1, . . . , XN−1]
= [Y(0,0), Y(1,0), . . . , Y(G−1,0), . . . , Y(0,L−1), Y(1,L−1), . . . , Y(G−1,L−1)]. (6.3)
Generally, the prefix and suffix are assumed to be in the same length v. Therefore,
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the whole block length is L1 = N + 2v and the transmitted signal vector in the
time domain can be expressed as
u = TPSD
Hx (6.4)
where D ∈ RN×N is a power normalised type-II DCT matrix with its (l, m) entry
given by:
dl,m =


√
2
N
cos( (l−1)(2m−1)pi
2N
), l > 1√
1
N
, l = 1.
(6.5)
TPS = [Jv, 0v×(N−v); IN ; 0v×(N−v),Jv] is the L1×N matrix that inserts the prefix
and suffix at both sides of a data symbol block.
6.2.2 Receiver Structure
The 6.1 (b) shows the receiver structure of the proposed EDCT-OFDM-IM sys-
tem. Assuming a Rayleigh fading channel vector at Lc taps in the time domain is
defined by h = [h0, h1, . . . , hLc−1]. Its corresponding time-reverse pre-filter vector
is thus in the reverse form p = [hLc−1, hLc−2, . . . , h0],
At the receiver side, by performing the time-reverse pre-filtering and the DCT de-
multiplexing, the received frequency-domain sample vector obtained after guard
sequence removal can be expressed as
z = DRPSP(Hu+ n) (6.6)
where the multipath channel convolution matrix H ∈ RL1×L1 is a Toeplitz matrix
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defined by
H =


hLc−1 . . . h0 . . . 0
0
. . .
. . .
...
...
. . .
. . . h0
...
. . .
. . .
...
0 . . . . . . 0 hLc−1


(6.7)
Correspondingly, the time-reverse filtering matrix P ∈ RL1×L1 is also can be
implemented by a Toeplitz matrix as
P =


hLc−1 0 . . . . . . 0
...
. . .
. . .
...
h0
. . .
. . .
...
...
. . .
. . . 0
0 . . . h0 . . . hLc−1


(6.8)
The guard sequence discarding operation is build by the matrixRPS = [0N×v, IN , 0N×v].
n ∈ RL1×1 is the AWGN noise vector whose elements are Gaussian random vari-
ables with zero mean and a variance of N0.
According to the aforementioned constraint conditions, with the employment of
a pre-filter and insertion of symmetric guard sequence, the DCT-OFDM is now
optimised for information carrying without ICI and ISI problems. This renders
the output of DRPSPHTPSD
H integration equivalent to a effective diagonal
matrix Heff and Eq. (6.6) thus can be simplified to
z = Heffx+Geffn (6.9)
where Heff ∈ RN×N is the effective channel diagonal matrix with its elements
expressed by diag(Heff) = [H0, H1, . . . , HN−1], and Geff = DRPSP represents
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the effective noise correlation matrix.
In conventional DFT-OFDM systems, it is assumed that the noise vector in
frequency-domain after DFT is still subject to Gaussian distribution with equal
power for all subcarriers. However, in this DCT-OFDM system, due to the cor-
related pre-filtering operation, it becomes variant and correlated. Consequently,
the ML detector which is normally used to optimally detect the transmit signal
need to be reformulated by taking the noise correlation effect into account. In
order to calculate the effective noise variance for each subcarrier, we consider a
scaled version of the decision variable, obtained from Eq. (6.9), as expressed by
Zk = HkXk +
N∑
i=1
gk,ini (6.10)
where Zk and ni are the received sample and AWGN sample at the kth subcarrier
and ith subcarrier, respectively, whereas gk,i is the entry from the kth row and
ith column of Geff .
In practice, the noise changes much faster than the channel and we can assume
the channel coherent time is long over symbols. Upon that assumption, g2k,i is
regarded as instant values and the coloured noise on arbitrary subcarrier index is
in the additions of Gaussian noise variables with power spectrum No/2 (
N0
2
= σ2n)
from all subcarriers. Accordingly, the coloured noise variance Vk at subcarrier
index k is then obtained by
Vk =
N0
2
N∑
i=1
g2k,i (6.11)
With the provision of the instantaneous coloured noise variance Vk, we yield the
reformulated expression of the optimum ML detection for gth group. Denoting
by Zg+λG = Z(g,λ), Hg+λG = H(g,λ) and Vg+λG = V(g,λ), the transmit symbols in
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the gth group can be estimated as
Yˆg = argmin
Yg∈Λ
L−1∑
λ=0
|Z(g,λ) −H(g,λ)Y(g,λ)|2
V(g,λ)
(6.12)
As indicated in Eq. (6.12), the noise correlation effect can be effectively compen-
sated by the term Vg+λG.
6.3 Designing Guidelines
6.3.1 Spectral Efficiency (SE)
As illustrated in [8], the appealing advantage of DCT-OFDM-IM over DFT-
OFDM-IM is the improved spectral efficiency, which can be achieved when both
schemes occupy the same channel bandwidth W under the same symbol period
T . Particularly, with double number of subcarriers available in a block for sub-
carrier grouping (N = 2N ), the spectral efficiency improvement comes from the
increased number of available subcarriers as the DCT-OFDM-IM scheme could
map more information bits into the index symbol set. In general, the spectral
efficiency for a typical DCT-OFDM-IM (L,K,N) M-ASK system and a typical
DFT-OFDM-IM (L,K,N )M-QAM system are calculated in the form
ξDCT =
2
L
(⌊log2CKL ⌋+K log2(M)) (6.13)
ξDFT =
1
L(⌊log2C
K
L ⌋+K log2(M)) (6.14)
Considering that both schemes adopt identical subcarrier grouping standard where
L = L, K = K and follow comparable constellation mappings rules M = M2
(e.g. BPSK vs QPSK) as illustrated in [8], we yield the following relationship
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from Eq. (6.13) and Eq. (6.14)
ξDCT = ξDFT +
1
L⌊log2C
K
L ⌋ (6.15)
As can be seen above, the spectral efficiency of general DCT-OFDM-IM scheme is
greater than that of DFT-OFDM-IM scheme when applying similar modulation
principles for both index symbols and constellation symbols. And the resulted
additional information bits are all carried by the index set.
6.3.2 Constellation Symbol Size
In general, to satisfy a specified spectral efficiency of ξDCT for general DCT-
OFDM-IM systems, there exist several possible combination sets of the DCT-
OFDM-IM (L,K,N) M-ASK scheme. Let us first introduce the designing prin-
ciple invoked for determining the constellation size M , by which the optimum
performance under a specified spectral efficiency could be achieved.
Proposition 6.1: For a general DCT-OFDM-IM system, BPSK (i.e. M = 2)
is optimum for symbol transmission at a given spectral efficiency of ξDCT ≤
4bits/s/Hz. Otherwise, the constellation size follows M = ⌊2 ξDCT2 ⌋ for ξDCT >
4bits/s/Hz.
Proof: Based on Eq. (6.13), since ⌊log2CKL ⌋ ≤ log2CKL , we obtain the following
inequality:
ξDCT =
2
L
(⌊log2CKL ⌋+K log2(M))
≤ 2
L
(log2C
K
L +K log2(M))
≤ 2
L
(L− 1 +K log2(M))
< 2(log2(M) + 1) ≤ 4 (6.16)
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Hence, for the smallest constellation size of M = 2, the spectral efficiency for
ξDCT ≤ 4bits/s/Hz could always be satisfied in Eq. (6.16). On the other hand, the
constellation sizeM should be chosen as small as possible to obtain the best BER
performance. In this regard, when ξDCT > 4bits/s/Hz, we have M = ⌊2
ξDCT
2 ⌋.
6.3.3 Index Symbol Sparsity
The other designing issue for general DCT-OFDM-IM systems lies in how to group
the double number of subcarriers and make a beneficial subcarrier-activation
ratio of K/L in a heuristic manner, especially when compared with its DFT-
OFDM-IM counterpart. It has been proved in [29] that the smaller value of the
subcarrier-activation ratio could bring several designing advantages like better
BER performance and robustness to ICI effect. In this regard, the key of our
designing guidelines is to select the number of active subcarrier as sparse as pos-
sible but keep the same the spectral efficiency (e.g. ξDCT = ξDFT ) and similar
detection complexity at the same time for a fair comparison. To achieve this goal,
we exploit the designing freedom provided by the double number of subcarriers
and propose the following index grouping strategies. Firstly, the number of di-
vided groups considered in general DCT-OFDM-IM is equal to that considered
in DFT-OFDM-IM (i.e., G = G), which gives us L = 2L. On the other hand, the
active subcarrier number is selected sophisticatedly to generate the same number
of all possible symbol vector combinations (MK · ⌊log2CKL ⌋ = MK · ⌊log2CKL ⌋),
achieving a comparable spectral efficiency and similar ML detection complex-
ity with that of DFT-OFDM-IM system. For instance, both DCT-OFDM-IM
(8,2,128) BPSK and DFT-OFDM-IM (4,2,64) 4QAM provide 64 total possible
combinations on the signal vector for each group. In that sense, the spectral effi-
ciency and the ML detector complexity are identical under the proposed grouping
principles noted above. The superiority of the sparsity obtained by this grouping
strategy is verified in the proposition 6.2.
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Proposition 6.2: Compared to the DFT-OFDM-IM system under the same
spectral efficiency, the general DCT-OFDM-IM system is able to gain greater
sparsity with the flexibility of double number of subcarriers, which is: K/L <
K/L.
Proof: When L = 2L and M2 =M, if ξDCT = ξDFT , We yield
⌊log2CK2L⌋+K log2(M) = ⌊log2 CKL ⌋+ 2K log2(M) (6.17)
Recalling the relation that: C2n2m > 2C
n
m, therefore, it can be found
⌊log2C2K2L ⌋+ 2K log2(M) > ⌊log2CKL ⌋+ 2K log2(M) (6.18)
To hold the equality in Eq. (6.17), it should satisfy with the condition K < 2K.
Hence, it is easy to get K/L < K/L.
In the remainder of this chapter, we follow the above designing guidelines for
our proposed EDCT-OFDM-IM both in system performance analysis and related
simulations.
6.4 Theoretical BER Performance Analysis
In this part, we propose an analytical approach to evaluate the average bit error
probability (ABEP) of our EDCT-OFDM-IM scheme using the aforementioned
reformulated ML decoder. Against to conventional OFDM systems, the BER
performance for the DCT-OFDM-IM schemes is determined by pair wise error
probability (PEP) events within a divided group rather than a single subcarrier.
For the EDCT-OFDM-IM scheme, let (Yg → Y˜g,Hg) denotes the pair wise error
event where the transmitted signal Yg in the g-th group is erroneously detected
as Y˜g conditioned on the corresponding effective channel coefficient vector Hg. In
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this regard, the will-known conditional PEP (CPEP) expression in [5], can be re-
formulated by compensating the coloured noise variance V(g,λ) on each subcarrier,
which is expressed as
P (Yg → Y˜g,Hg) = Q(
√
δ) (6.19)
where
δ =
L−1∑
λ=0
|H(g,λ)Y(g,λ) −H(g,λ)Y˜(g,λ)|2
2V(g,λ)
(6.20)
and
Q(x) ≈ 1
12
e−x
2/2 +
1
4
e−2x
2/3 (6.21)
is the error function. Then, the unconditional PEP (UPEP), is thus obtained by
averaging the effective channel coefficients of the CPEP as
P (Yg → Y˜g) =
∫
Hg
P (Yg → Y˜g,Hg) · f(Hg) dHg (6.22)
where f(Hg) is the probability density function (PDF) of the effective channel
coefficient Hg. However, the CPEPs of EDCT-OFDM-IM is complicated as Hg
is the convolution output between the channel and its corresponding pre-filter.
Instead of deriving a closed-form expression for Eq. (6.22), we follow [30,34] and
estimate the UPEPs of Eq. (6.22) by Monte Carlo methods.
Next, we can define the ABEP of the proposed EDCT-OFDM-IM scheme as the
ratio of the number of bits in error me to the total number of bits in transmission
mt, which is given as
Pb =
me
mt
(6.23)
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In accordance with the aforementioned definitions for each group, we have mt =
G · (p1 + p2) and me is the sum of error bits among the G groups, i.e., me =∑G−1
g=0 me,g.
In general, me,g is obtained by searching all possible PEPs within g-th group
exhaustively. However, performing an ergodic search is unnecessary and becomes
impractical when the number of all possible PEPs is very large. In order to reduce
this computational burden, we focus mainly on two dominated error cases where
bit errors are most likely to occur according to [30, 34].
(i)Yg and Y˜g have only one different index of activated subcarrier and theM-ary
ASK symbols on the incorrect index can be randomly right or wrong;
(ii)Yg and Y˜g got correct index set of activated subcarrier but have one incorrect
carried M-ary ASK constellation symbol.
The bit errors caused by case (i) and case (ii) are denoted by m
(i)
e,g and m
(ii)
e,g ,
respectively. And it is easy to get me,g = m
(i)
e,g+m
(ii)
e,g .
For case (i), supposing α is the subcarrier index in Yg that is incorrectly detected
as α˜ in Y˜g where α, α˜ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , L−1} and α 6= α˜, and the corresponding ASK
symbols carried by the α-th subcarrier in Yg and α˜-th subcarrier in Y˜g are Y(g,α)
and Y˜(g,α˜), respectively. Then, the CPEP given in Eq. (6.4) which demonstrate
the error event of the activated subcarrier α erroneously detected as α˜ can be
simplified to
P (Yg → Y˜g|α→ α˜,Hg) = Q
(√
|H(g,α)Y(g,α)|2
2V(g,α)
+
|H(g,α˜)Y˜(g,α˜)|2
2V(g,α˜)
)
(6.24)
After that, the m
(i)
e,g of EDCT-OFDM-IM for case (i) is obtained by averaging
P (Yg → Y˜g|α→ α˜,Hg) over all possible events of (α→ α˜) as
m
(i)
e,g = 1L
∑L−1
α=0
∑L−1
α˜=0,α˜6=α P (Yg → Y˜g|α→ α˜) · [A(Yg → Y˜g|α→ α˜) + log2 M2 ](6.25)
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where A(Yg → Y˜g|α → α˜) is the Hamming distance between Yg and Y˜g condi-
tioned on α→ α˜.
For case (ii), we assume Y(g,ϕ) is erroneously detected as Y˜(g,ϕ) on the index ϕ while
other subcarriers recover the correct symbols. In this case, the CPEP becomes a
simplified expression as
P (Yg → Y˜g|Y(g,ϕ) → Y˜(g,ϕ),Hg) = Q
(√
|H(g,ϕ)Y(g,ϕ)−H(g,ϕ)Y˜(g,ϕ)|2
2V(g,ϕ)
)
(6.26)
In the same manner, the m
(ii)
e,g of EDCT-OFDM-IM for case (ii) is achieved by
searching all possible cases of (Y(g,ϕ) → Y˜(g,ϕ)), which can be expressed as
m
(ii)
e,g =
1
L
∑L−1
ϕ=0
∑
Y(g,ϕ) 6=Y˜(g,ϕ) P (Yg → Y˜g|Y(g,ϕ) → Y˜(g,ϕ)) · B(M)(6.27)
where for a given modulation order M , B(M) represents 1 bit in error for BPSK
case (M = 2) and 50 percent detection accuracy of log2M transmit bits for
M ≥ 4 as follow
B(M) =


1, BPSK (M = 2)
log2M
2
, M − ASK (M ≥ 4)
(6.28)
Finally, by substituting Eq. (6.27) and Eq. (6.25) into Eq. (6.23), the generalized
expression for the ABEP of EDCT-OFDM-IM system can be upper bounded as
Pb =
me
G · (p1 + p2) ≤
1
G · (p1 + p2)
G−1∑
g=0
[m(i)e,g +m
(ii)
e,g ] (6.29)
6.5 Advantage Analysis
In this section, we firstly investigate the advantages of EDCT-OFDM-IM over its
DFT-OFDM-IM counterpart in terms of MED. Then, the superiority of EDCT-
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Table 6.1: comparisons for EDCT-OFDM-IM and DFT-OFDM-IM over same
bandwidth, N = 2N .
spectral efficiency Modulation Scheme MED Nlc/Npc ML complexity
1bits/s/Hz
EDCT-OFDM-IM (8,1,128) BPSK 16 8/8 O(256)
DFT-OFDM-IM (4,1,64) 4QAM 8 4/4 O(256)
classic OFDM (4,4,64) BPSK 4 None None
1.5bits/s/Hz
EDCT-OFDM-IM (4,1,128) BPSK 8 4/4 O(256)
DFT-OFDM-IM (2,1,64) 4QAM 4 2/2 O(256)
EDCT-OFDM-IM (8,2,128) BPSK 8 16/28 O(1024)
DFT-OFDM-IM (4,2,64) 4QAM 4 4/6 O(1024)
2bits/s/Hz
EDCT-OFDM-IM (8,3,128) BPSK 5.33 32/56 O(4096)
DFT-OFDM-IM (4,3,64) 4QAM 2.67 4/4 O(4096)
classic OFDM (4,4,64) 4QAM 2 None None
OFDM-IM systems in combating PAPR and ICI effect is revealed with theoretical
derivations.
6.5.1 Euclidean Distance Advantage Analysis
For ease of exposition, we first introduce both practical and theoretical definitions
on the Euclidean Distance between IM symbol vectors. For am-element vector set
Ui = [Ui,0, Ui,1, . . . , Ui,G−1]T with i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , m−1, the Euclidean distance be-
tween any two vectorsUi andUj is given as ED(Ui,Uj) =
√∑G−1
g=0 |Ui,g − Uj,g|2.
Consequently, the average Euclidean distance (AED) and the MED in the vector
set are calculated byAED = 2
m(m−1)
∑
i 6=j ED(Ui,Uj) andMED = min
i 6=j
ED(Ui,Uj),
respectively.
Following the above definitions, the straightforward MED in the IM-based sys-
tems has close relations with channel parameters and it can be derived as
MEDpIM = min
L−1∑
λ=0
|H(g,λ)|2|s(g,λ) − sˆ(g,λ)|2 (6.30)
where g ∈ [0, 1, · · · , G−1], s(g,λ) and sˆ(g,λ) are the possible candidates after index
modulation which either be zero or the constellation mapping symbols. However,
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it is noted that Eq. (6.30) could lead to total different calculated values of MED
when applying distinct channel parameters. To relieve its variant property caused
by distinct channel characteristics, a more general theoretical formation of the
MED given by [29] is introduced here for performance analysis
MEDtIM =


2L
K
, BPSK (M = 2)
6L
K(M−1) , M −QAM (M ≥ 4)
(6.31)
Practically, when L = K, the IM scheme is equivalent to the classic OFDM
configuration. From Eq. (6.31), it is clearly shown that the MED becomes
larger as the ratio L/K increases. In other words, upon increasing the sparsity
of the frequency-domain symbol vectors, the IM-based systems will enhance its
reliability on the index bits recovery by enlarging both its MED and AED.
The comprehensive comparisons on different aspects between EDCT-OFDM-IM
scheme and DFT-OFDM-IM scheme are provided in Table. 6.1. In the table, Nlc
represents the legitimate combination number that are chosen from all combina-
tion possibilities Npc in the index set.
It is observed that by employing the aforementioned designing guidelines, the
EDCT-OFDM-IM schemes always achieve greater MED than the DFT-OFDM-
IM counterpart if they are under the same spectral efficiency. Furthermore, in
most cases, the modulator of EDCT-OFDM-IM with larger group size is able
to provide more combination possibilities than the actually employed legitimate
combinations (Npc > Nlc). This provides additional designing flexibility for the
optimum index set selection for symbol vectors. For example, the MED of EDCT-
OFDM-IM (8,3,128) BPSK case is 5.33, while that of the DFT-OFDM-IM (4,3,64)
4QAM is 2.67. Compared to a fixed index grouping strategy due to Npc =
Nlc in the (4,3,64) case, the (8,3,128) scheme is flexible to select 32 legitimate
combinations from all 56 combination possibilities in a sophisticated way, by
which the modulated symbol vectors could obtain the maximum AED, hence
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becomes more robust to introduced noise.
6.5.2 PAPR Advantage Analysis
In recent studies, It has been proven the structure of IM-based systems leads
to reduction of PAPR than that of its conventional counterpart [34, 65]. Nor-
mally, the maximum signal power in DFT-based OFDM system is derived by
assuming that each subcarrier is modulated with highest symbol power and its
corresponding complex exponential phase term is purposely cancelled out. This
yields the highest aggregation power as a summation of several constellation sym-
bols. However, in the DCT-based OFDM systems, since the transmitted signal is
attenuated by the cosine terms from IDCT rather than the complex exponential
terms from IDFT, we start the derivation from the expression of the modulated
signal ready to be transmitted.
After IDCT procedures, the time domain symbols to be transmitted in the DCT-
based OFDM system is expressed as:
sk=
N−1∑
n=0
Xnβn cos [
pin(2k + 1)
2N
], 0≤k≤N − 1. (6.32)
In general, the PAPR is defined as the ratio of the maximum achievable signal
power, Pmax, and the average signal power, Pmean:
PAPR =
Pmax
Pmean
=
max{|sk|2}
E{|sk|2} . (6.33)
As indicated in Eq. (6.33), the peak power of sk occurs when cos [
pin(2k+1)
2N
] = ±1,
which is closely achieved at k = N−1. Accordingly, the absolute amplitude of the
term Xnβn cos [
pin(2k+1)
2N
] becomes maximum with its polarization either be posi-
tive or negative. Hence, the maximum possible power is achieved at sN−1 when
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each subcarrier is modulated with the greatest constellation symbol amplitude
and identical polarization with the cosine term. Supposing the greatest constel-
lation symbol amplitude of Xn in M-ary ASK modulation scheme is marked as
max |Xn| = Xmax, it satisfies Xmax = M − 1. For a plain DCT-based OFDM
system where all subcarriers are modulated with symbols, the maximum possible
signal power is
Pmax≈max |
N−1∑
n=0
Xmaxβn|2 ≈ N(M − 1)2. (6.34)
On the other hand, Pmean depends on the average energy distributed on each
subcarrier multiplied by the number of modulated subcarriers. The average en-
ergy per subcarrier is equal to the average energy in an M-ary ASK modulated
symbol. Hence, we have
Pmean =
EaskmeanN
N
=
M2 − 1
3
. (6.35)
By combining Eq. (6.34) and Eq.(6.35), the PAPR for a plain DCT-based OFDM
system can be calculated as:
PAPRDCT =
Pmax
Pmean
=
3N(M − 1)
M + 1
. (6.36)
However, for general DCT-OFDM-IM systems, the inactivation property inher-
ited from index modulation suggests a power reduction on both Pmax and Pmean.
As partial subcarriers are set to be idle, the maximum possible signal power and
the average signal power are proportional to the total number of active subcar-
riers. Upon the assumptions as we made in the aforementioned, for a general
DCT-OFDM-IM (L,K,N) M-ASK scheme, the total active subcarrier number
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is Na = NK/L. Hence, Pmax and Pmean are calculated by
Pmax ≈ | 1√
N
· NK
L
Xmax|2 = NK
2(M − 1)2
L2
, (6.37)
Pmean =
Easkmean ·NK/L
N
=
K(M2 − 1)
3L
. (6.38)
Consequently, we have the PAPR for general DCT-OFDM-IM:
PAPRIMDCT =
3NK(M − 1)
L(M + 1)
=
3Na(M − 1)
(M + 1)
. (6.39)
The expression in Eq. (6.39) reveals the advantage of the general DCT-OFDM-
IM that, just like other kind of IM-based variants where Na < N , the PAPR is
subject to the number of total active subcarriers and could be reduced as low
as less subcarriers are modulated for carrying symbols. By contrast, the worst
PAPR is obtained in the case of its conventional counterpart by which Na = N .
Furthermore, the PAPR of the conventional DFT-based OFDM and DFT-OFDM-
IM schemes are given by PAPRDFT =
3N (√M−1)√M+1 and PAPR
IM
DFT =
3NK(√M−1)
L(√M+1) ,
respectively [55]. For conventional DFT-based M-QAM modulated and DCT-
based M-ASK modulated OFDM systems that sharing the same spectral effi-
ciency (e.g. N = 2N , M = M2), it is easy to obtain PAPRDCT = 2PAPRDFT .
Due to the double number of available subcarrier, the DCT-based scheme suffers
from a high PAPR in the context of conventional OFDM systems. Nevertheless,
when it comes to IM-based cases, in accordance with the grouping principles we
proposed in the spectral efficiency analysis, their total active subcarrier number in
a frame are the same. Hence, the general DCT-OFDM-IM schemes show similar
PAPR effect as the DFT-OFDM-IM schemes, which is PAPRIMDCT = PAPR
IM
DFT .
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6.5.3 ICI Advantage Analysis
Due to the fact that partial number of subcarriers are not proposed for use, the
IM-based systems always operate less number of active subcarriers than the plain
OFDM systems, which offers the IM-based systems the potential of suffering
less ICI noise. In addition, taking into account the power concentration property
inherited by DCT/IDCT pair, the DCT-based OFDM schemes are generally more
robust to ICI effect than the DFT-based counterparts. All of these render the
general DCT-OFDM-IM a promising scheme for employment in the scenarios
with ICI exist.
Considering a normalized carrier frequency offset (CFO) ∆F due to system hard-
ware imperfections is introduced in the transmit signal, the expression of Eq.
(6.32) is thus modified to
s˜k=
∑N−1
n=0 Xnβn cos [
pi(n+∆F )(2k+1)
2N
], 0≤k≤N − 1.
(6.40)
At the receiver, the received signal at the kth subcarrier provided in Eq. (6.10)
is now expressed in the presence of CFO as
Z˜k = γ(k,k)Xk +
N−1∑
i=0,i 6=k
γ(i,k)Xi
︸ ︷︷ ︸
ICI
+Wk (6.41)
where γ(k,k) is the signal power coefficient and Wk is the effective noise in the
frequency domain at the kth subcarrier, where k = 0, 1, 2, · · · , N − 1. The sec-
ond term at the right hand side of Eq. (6.41) represents the overall ICI, where
γ(i,k) is the ICI coefficient caused by ith subcarrier on the desired kth subcarrier.
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Specifically, the coefficient γ(i,k) is given by:
γ(i,k) = βiβk
N−1∑
n=0
N+v−1∑
m=−v
cos
pi(2m+ 1)(i+∆F )
2N
· cos pi(2n+ 1)k
2N
h(n−m) (6.42)
where h(n) is denoted as the effective channel impulse response in the time do-
main. The variance of the ICI term on the kth subcarrier is calculated approxi-
mately by:
N ICIk =
N−1∑
i=0,i 6=k
E{|γ(i,k)|2}E{|Xi|2} ≈ K
L
N−1∑
i=0,i 6=k
E{|γ(i,k)|2} (6.43)
For the calculation of the component E[|γ(i, k)|2], a computational efficient ex-
pression for E[|γ(i, k)|2] is provided by dividing it into six sub-components (see
Appendix A.3):
E|γ(i, k)|2 = E|γ1(i, k)|2 + E|γ2(i, k)|2 + E|γ3(i, k)|2
+E|γ4(i, k)|2 + E|γ5(i, k)|2 − E|γ6(i, k)|2 (6.44)
In this manner, the ICI term and the noise term can be regarded as integrated
noise part by which the ML detector expressed in Eq. (6.12) can be reformulated
to
Yˆg = argmin
Yg∈Λ
L−1∑
λ=0
|Z˜g+λG − γ(g+λG,g+λG)Yg+λG|2
N ICIk + Vk
(6.45)
Compared to traditional OFDM system, only parts of subcarriers transmitting
zeros results in a relative smaller ICI, hence making the ICI less crucial on degrad-
ing the overall system performance. In addition, Proposition 2 illustrates that
the general DCT-OFDM-IM owns greater sparsity than the DFT-OFDM-IM, i.e.,
K/L < K/L, which makes N ICIk less significant in Eq. (6.43).
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Figure 6.2: BER comparison between classic OFDM, DFT-OFDM-IM and
EDCT-OFDM-IM at a transmission rate of 1 bits/s/Hz.
6.6 Numerical Results
In this section, we provide our simulation results for characterizing the achiev-
able performance of the proposed EDCT-OFDM-IM system. In order to obtain
fair performance comparisons, the normalised transmission rate and the transmit
power are set to the same for all the schemes. As to the channel, we consider
a ten-path (i.e. Lc=10) slow-varying Rayleigh fading channel, and the channel
information is assumed to perfectly known at the receiver. Moreover, we assign
the DFT-based systems with N = 64 subcarriers and a cyclic prefix of length
of 16 whereas the DCT-based systems are assigned with N = 128 subcarriers
and a symmetric prefix and suffix of the same length of v = 16. In addition,
both the DFT-OFDM-IM and our EDCT-OFDM-IM systems employ subcarrier
interleaving technique as well optimum ML detectors.
The exact BER performance of the classic OFDM, DFT-OFDM-IM and EDCT-
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Figure 6.3: BER comparison between DFT-OFDM-IM and EDCT-OFDM-IM
at a transmission rate of 1.5 bits/s/Hz.
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Figure 6.4: BER comparison between classic OFDM, DFT-OFDM-IM and
EDCT-OFDM-IM at a transmission rate of 2 bits/s/Hz.
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OFDM-IM systems are compared in Fig. 6.2, Fig. 6.3 and Fig. 6.4. Explicitly,
for all systems, Fig. 6.2, Fig. 6.3 and Fig. 6.4, are characterized by a normalised
transmission rate at 1 bits/s/Hz, 1.5 bits/s/Hz and 2 bits/s/Hz, respectively, as
well as the corresponding index modulation schemes given in Table 1. It can be
observed from these figures that the EDCT-OFDM-IM significantly outperforms
both the classic OFDM and the DFT-OFDM-IM. Specifically, The performance
gain of the systems associated with transmission rate of 1 bits/s/Hz in Fig. 6.2 is
higher than that of the systems associated with transmission rate of 1.5 bits/s/Hz
in Fig. 6.3 and the systems associated with transmission rate of 2 bits/s/Hz in
Fig. 6.4. For example, at a BER of 10−3, around 5 dB gain and 6dB gain
are observed both in Fig. 6.3 and Fig. 6.4 for our EDCT-OFDM-IM systems,
whereas in in Fig. 6.2, this gain grows bigger at around 8 dB. These superiority
in BER performance can be explained with the aid of our analytical MED results
shown in Table 1. As indicated in Table 1, under the same spectral efficiency,
the proposed EDCT-OFDM-IM schemes could modulate the symbol vector with
greater sparsity, which in turn leads to larger MED than that of both conventional
OFDM and DFT-OFDM-IM for each spectral efficiency normalised group. The
increased number of all possible combinations on the DCT-OFDM-IM index set,
on the other hand, offers more flexibility to enable a optimum index set by which
the AED could be achieved at maximum value. Furthermore, as the Eb/N0 grows,
the gap between the DCT-OFDM-IM and other schemes becomes greater.
Another reason for this observed trend can be inferred from the conclusion from
some previous studies [55,63], that, in the high SNR region, the information bits
carried by the index set are more reliable than the bits carried by constellation
symbols, which is in accordance with our results provided in Fig. 6.5. In this
regard, the DCT-OFDM-IM system could reduce the number of information bits
modulated by constellation symbols by employing less dense modulation order
(e.g. BPSK), but make up this data rate loss from increasing the number of
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Figure 6.5: BER performance on the index bits and the constellation symbol
bits for the EDCT-OFDM-IM (8,1,128) BPSK scheme.
index bits with the double number of available subcarriers.
Next, to verify the tightness of the theoretical BER upper bound presented in Eq.
(6.29), we give the results with several different system setups both in theorem
and in simulations for comparison in Fig. 6.6. In all the cases, the curves for
theoretical BER upper bound are close to their corresponding simulation results
with less than 1dB gap lied between. The accuracy improves further for the
average BERs lower than 10−3. On the other hand, the figures also illustrate
that this accuracy improves as the group size N increases.
Finally, we compare the BER performance by taking the CFO into account for all
of the systems. In the presence of ICI that introduced into the system, we consider
the normalised CFO of the value 0.1. In Fig. 6.7, the DFT-OFDM-IM (4,2,64)
QPSK scheme and EDCT-OFDM-IM (8,2,128) BPSK scheme are compared with
and without CFO. As illustrated in the figure, the BER gap between the DFT-
OFDM-IM cases with and without CFO is 4 dB at 10−3, and this gap becomes
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Figure 6.6: BER performance of EDCT-OFDM-IM at different setups.
larger as BER get smaller. while the gap between the DFT-OFDM-IM cases with
and without CFO is significantly reduced, and near 1 dB at 10−3 for (8,2,128)
scheme. In Fig. 6.8, a similar BER trend to those of Fig. 6.7 is observed
for the the DFT-OFDM-IM (4,3,64) QPSK scheme, EDCT-OFDM-IM (8,3,128)
BPSK scheme and classic OFDM scheme. Among the three schemes, the classic
OFDM scheme experiences the largest tap when ICI is introduced into the system.
Moreover, it is observed in Figs. 5-6 that as percentage of inactivated subcarriers
in each group (L−K)/L increases, the performance of IM-based schemes subject
to CFO is improved. This is due to the fact that a lower value of (L−K)/L may
suffer from smaller ICI noise according to Eq. (6.43).
6.7 Summary
In this chapter, we give an improved transceiver design for the proposed EDCT-
OFDM-IM system and carry out its comparisons with the DFT-OFDM-IM sys-
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Figure 6.7: BER comparison with and without CFO between DFT-OFDM-IM
and DCT-OFDM-IM at a transmission rate of 1.5 bits/s/Hz.
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Figure 6.8: BER comparison with and without CFO between DFT-OFDM-IM,
DCT-OFDM-IM and classic OFDM at a transmission rate of 2 bits/s/Hz.
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tem in a comprehensive manner. Based on the designing guidelines as we pro-
posed, our analysis demonstrates that upon increasing the sparsity of the frequency-
domain IM symbols, the associated MED increases without loss of the normal-
ized throughput. This reveals that the EDCT-OFDM-IM scheme exhibits an
explicit BER advantage over its DFT-based counterpart under the same spec-
tral efficiency. Moreover, we show that the PAPRs of the EDCT-OFDM-IM and
the DFT-OFDM-IM systems are nearly identical. Furthermore, as the ratio of
(L−K)/L is smaller in the DCT-OFDM-IM scheme, it is more robust to ICI in
high mobility environment.
Chapter 7
Conclusion and Future Work
Based on the literature survey in Chapter 2 and the technical contributions in
Chapter 3, 4, 5 and 6, we summarise the research findings and discuss the im-
plementations of our results in Section 7.1. Some of the potential extensions are
depicted in Section 702.
7.1 Conclusions and Discussions
In this thesis, the DCT-MCM is optimised with performance enhanced techniques
for several applications of the next generation of wireless communications. The
potential to apply the DCT-MCM with MIMO antennas and IM design is in-
vestigated and corresponding enhanced transceiver structure are established as
well.
In Chapter 1, the motivation, contributions, and objectives of this thesis are given
in. Chapter 2 provides a comprehensive discussion. Specifically, it gives a detailed
introduction to DCT-MCM system and effective approaches to achieve one-tap
equalization. In order for the reader to understand the main topics of this thesis,
the overview of MIMO system and IM technique are provided.
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In Chapter 3, the pre-filtering methods proposed to tackle the one-tap equal-
ization issue for DCT-MCM are firstly introduced and employed with effective
and efficient detection technique, making it an ideal scheme to fulfil some re-
quirements for further applications, and thus a potential MCM candidate for 5G
communications. The performance of the pre-filtering based DCT-MCM is evalu-
ated over several typical 4G employed fading channels. It has been demonstrated
that this pre-filtering process can affect the output signal power and coloured
noise variance. Based on the derived analytical expressions of instantaneous out-
put SNR, the MMSE and ML detection algorithms are reformulated to effectively
compensate the pre-filtering effect, and therefore to improve the performance of
the benchmark schemes.
In the presence of hardware impairments, a hybrid system model for pre-filtering
based DCT-MCM is derived in Chapter 4. We then analyse the DCT-MCM
systems in terms of desired signal power, inter-carrier interference (ICI) and inter-
symbol interference (ISI). Thereafter, new detection algorithms based on zero
forcing (ZF) iterative results are proposed to mitigate the imperfection effect.
Numerical results show that the theoretical analysis match the simulation results,
and the proposed iterative detection algorithms are able to improve the overall
system performance significantly.
Chapter 5 provides, for the first time, an successful extension of DCT-MCM to
MIMO system based on zero-padding method. We first optimise three conven-
tional detection algorithms to maximise the output SNR gain. Among of the
three, we give our theoretical analysis to show that the EGC algorithm is the
optimum one to obtain interference-free transmission for DCT-MCM in MIMO
systems. The simulation results indicate this EGC employed for DCT-MCM in
MIMO scenario could achieve comparable system performance with DFT-MCM
in MIMO scenario.
To further improve the spectral efficiency as well as system performance, the po-
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tential of pre-filtering based DCT-MCM is investigated and explored in Chapter
6 in combination with IM technique, which is another prominent area of 5G re-
search. For the DCT-OFDM-IM, we give a general designing guideline to make
the best use with the double number of subcarriers. To evaluate the performance,
a closed-form expressions for the upper bound of the APEP over multipath fading
channels is derived for EDCT-OFDM-IM schemes. The achievable system advan-
tages of EDCT-OFDM-IM over its DFT-OFDM-IM counterpart are verified from
three aspects, including the ED, PAPR effect and ICI effect.
7.2 future work
Although, this thesis provide important contributions and an insight to how per-
formance enhancing techniques are cooperated with DCT-MCM in future 5G
potential applications. However, there are still some issues that were not inves-
tigated in this work, and some important 5G techniques for 5G communications
not considered. To this end, these topics require investigation in the future and
can be summarized in the following:
• A hybrid detector design with Imperfect Channel Estimations As
presented in Chapter 3, the DCT-MCM considers the hardware imperfec-
tions and gives the theoretical system model in terms of received signal
power ans ICI noise. However, the impact of another practical issue, the
imperfect channel estimation, is not taken into account in this thesis. On
the other hand, the introduced pre-filter is assumed to have the same length
with the channel. This will result in significant receiver complexity burden
for the channels with long memory. To tackle this problem, it is necessary to
modify the design criterion for shortening the the FIR channel, which lead
to unavoidable channel estimation error. The further investigations can be
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carried out by taking into account the impact of the compound effect of
both transceiver hardware impairments and channel estimation errors. It
is also valuable to design a hybrid detector to compensate the compound
effect for system performance improvement.
• DCT-MCM with Non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA): As an
essential enabling technology for the fifth-generation (5G) wireless networks
to meet the heterogeneous demands on low latency and high throughput,
NOMA is proposed to serve multiple users in the same resource block, such
as a time slot, subcarrier, or spreading code. In addition to its spectral ef-
ficiency gain, academic and industrial research has also demonstrated that
NOMA can effectively support massive connectivity, which is important
for ensuring that the forthcoming 5G network can support the Internet of
Things (IoT) functionalities. In theory, different from conventional NOMA
schemes, the DCT-MCM cooperated NOMA system could have the superi-
ority to accommodate much more users with double number of subcarriers
under the same bandwidth while maintaining improved interference man-
agement. This requires Further investigations to produce valuable insight
into the performance of joint NOMA-DCT-MCM transmissions.
• Compressed Sensing (CS) Assisted DCT-OFDM-IM Recently, there
is of great interest to combine the compressed sensing technique with spar-
sity exist systems, e.g., spatial modulations, IM. Specifically, it has been
shown in [67] that the compressed sensing (CS)-assisted signaling strategy
for DFT-OFDM-IM is able to further increase the energy efficiency of the
classic DFT-OFDM-IM system, while potentially increasing its spectral ef-
ficiency. Additionally, the spatial-multiplexing aided spatial modulation
proposed in [64] could intrinsically amalgamates the concept of vertical
bell labs space-time (V-BLAST) and spatial modulation to attain a high
transmission rate, despite its low number of radio frequency chains at the
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Figure 7.1: BER performance comparison for classic DCT-OFDM, EDCT-
OFDM-IM and EDCT-OFDM-CSIM (4ASK, transmission rate of 4 bits/s/Hz
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transmitter.
As highlighted in Chapter 6, we have proven in our designing guidelines
that the modulated symbols of DCT-OFDM-IM are more sparse than that
of the DFT-OFDM-IM under the same bandwidth. This could bring great
potential when employing the DCT-OFDM-IM with compressed sensing
technique. Some early results are provided in Fig. 7.1 where the CS as-
sisted EDCT-OFDM-IM (EDCT-OFDM-CSIM) scheme shows better per-
formance than the other two.
Despite its great potential of EDCT-OFDM-CSIM for employment, there
are some key issues need to be addressed in further work. Firstly, as the
DCT-MCM only support one-dimensional signal formatting, the compress-
ing matrix should be organised in real form accordingly. Another important
issue is to design an efficient detection algorithm based on the concept of
CS. Both [67] and [64] explore the specified property to carry out a rela-
tively low complexity detection algorithm design. This is also required for
the EDCT-OFDM-CSIM system.
Appendix A
Appendix
A.1 Correlation Properties of Effective Channel
Coefficients
Considering the effective channel coefficients are in symmetric after pre-filtering:
hk = h−k, we firstly consider E[hi · hj] for the coefficients on the right side where
i ≥ 0, j ≥ 0. The results then can be easily extended to the whole case.
1. when i 6= j, it is easy to verify E[hi] and E[hj ] are uncorrelated to each
other. Consequently, we yield: E[hi · hj] = 0.
2. when i = j 6= 0, we have: E[f 2i · f 2j ] = E[f 2i ] · E[f 2j ] = 0.25σ2i · σ2j . In that
case,
E[hi·hj] =
∑i
p=0E[f
2
p ·f 2L−i+p] =
∑i
p=0E[f
2
p ]·E[f 2L−i+p] = 14
∑|i|
p=0 σ
2
pσ
2
L−|i|+p.
3. when i = j = 0, the expected value on fourth order for Gaussian variable
is calculated by: E[f 4i ] = 3 · (
√
0.5σi)
4 = 3
4
σ4i . Without loss of generality,
E[hi · hj ] then can be given by:
E[hi · hj ] =
∑L−1
p=0 E[f
4
p ] + 2
∑L−1−p
t=0 E[f
2
p · f 2p+t] = 34
∑L−1
p=0 σ
4
p +
1
2
∑L−1
p=0
∑L−1−p
t=0 σ
2
pσ
2
p+t.
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By combining the above three conditions and extending them to the whole effec-
tive channel coefficients case, we obtain the following:
E[hi · hj ] =


1
4
∑|i|
p=0 σ
2
pσ
2
L−|i|+p i = ±j 6= 0;
3
4
∑L−1
p=0 σ
4
p +
1
2
∑L−1
p=0
∑L−1−p
t=0 σ
2
pσ
2
p+t i = j = 0;
0 others.
(A.1)
A.2 Proof of Lower Bound of the Minimal Sig-
nal Power Gain
The output signal power on the in-phase branch at kth subcarrier is represented
as:
E[H2k ] = E[h
2
0] + 4
L−1∑
n=1
E[h2n] · cos2[
pi
N
nk] (A.2)
which equals to
E[H2k ] = E[h
2
0] + 2
L−1∑
n=1
E[h2n] · (cos[
2pi
N
nk] + 1) (A.3)
The function above now can be considered as a convex function optimization
problem and it is easy to find E[H2k ] will achieve the lower peak value at the points
k/N = 1/4 by taking its differentiation function
∂E[H2k]
∂k
= 0. As a consequence,
the minimal value of E[H2k ] is
min{E[H2k ]} =
3
4
L−1∑
p=0
σ4p +
1
2
L−1∑
p=0
L−1−p∑
t=0
σ2pσ
2
p+t(2 + (−i)2p ·
1− (−1)p
2
) (A.4)
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Considering σ2p subject to the exponential power delay distribution in the Rayleigh
fading channel, we have
min{E[H2k ]} ≥
3
4
L−1∑
p=0
σ4p +
L−1∑
p=0
L−1−p∑
t=0
σ2pσ
2
p+t =
1
4
L−1∑
p=0
σ4p + 0.5 (A.5)
Recalling the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality theorem:
∑n
i=1 a
2
i ≥ 1n(
∑n
i=1 ai)
2
, we
obtain the following
1
4
L−1∑
p=0
σ4p ≥
1
4
· 1
L
(
L−1∑
p=0
σ2p)
2 =
1
4L
(A.6)
Combining the above results, we have min{E[H2k ]} ≥ 0.5 + 14L . Accounting the
other half of distributed signal power on quadrature branch, the lower bound of
the minimal signal power gain is 1 + 1
2L
.
A.3 Expected Value of the ICI Coefficients
Let us consider the calculation of the component E|γ(n, i, l)|2. Without loss of
generality, the general form for E|γ(n, i, l)|2 is expressed as:
E|γ(n, i, l)|2 = β2l β2n
N−1∑
k,k′=0
N+v−1∑
m,m′=−v
·1
4
[cos
pi(l +∆f)(m+m′ + 1)
N
+cos
pi(l +∆f)(m−m′)
N
] · [cos pin(k + k
′ + 1)
N
+ cos
pin(k − k′)
N
]
·[δ(k − k′ −m+m′) + δ(k + k′ −m−m′ − 2∆k)−
δ(k −m−∆k) · δ(k′ −m′ −∆k)]R(k −m−∆k) (A.7)
For simplicity, we make new summation variables: m + m′ = u1, m − m′ =
u2, k + k
′ = u3 and k − k′ = u4. By defining the inner weight function:
Al,n(u1, u2, u3, u4) =
1
4
[cos pi(l+∆f)(u1+1)
N
+ cos pi(l+∆f)u2
N
] · [cos pin(u3+1)
N
+ cos pinu4
N
],
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we obtain:
E|γ(n, i, l)|2 = β2l β2n
∑
u1
∑
u2
∑
u3
∑
u4
Al,n(u1, u2, u3, u4) · [δ(u4 − u2) + δ(u3 − u1 − 2∆k)−
δ(k −m−∆k) · δ(k′ −m′ −∆k)]R(k −m−∆k)
= β2l β
2
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∑
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∑
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∑
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+
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Al,n(u3 − 2∆k, u2, u3, u4)
−
∑
u2
∑
u3
Al,n(u3 − 2∆k, u2, u3, u2)] · R(k −m−∆k)
= E|γ1(n, i, l)|2 + E|γ2(n, i, l)|2 + E|γ3(n, i, l)|2 + E|γ4(n, i, l)|2
+E|γ5(n, i, l)|2 −E|γ6(n, i, l)|2 (A.8)
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whereas the six components of E|γ(n, i, l)|2 are given by:
E|γ1(n, i, l)|2 = β2l β2n
N−1∑
u2=0
∑
u1
∑
u3
Al,n(u1, u2, u3, u2) · R(k −m−∆k)
= β2l β
2
n
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N+v−u2−1∑
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Al,n(2u1 + u2, u2,−u2, u2) ·
R(u3 − u2 − u1 −∆k) (A.9)
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N+v+u2−1∑
u1=−v
N−1∑
u3=−u2
Al,n(2u1 − u2, u2, 2u3 + u2, u2)
·R(u3 + u2 − u1 −∆k) (A.10)
E|γ3(n, i, l)|2 = β2l β2n
N−1∑
u3=0
∑
u2
∑
u4
Al,n(u3 − 2∆k, u2, u3, u4) · R(k −m−∆k)
= β2l β
2
n
N−1∑
u3=0
u3∑
u4=0
2v+u3−2∆k∑
u2=0
Al,n(u3 − 2∆k, 2u2 − u3 − 2v + 2∆k,
u3, 2u4 − u3) · R(u4 − u2 + v −∆k)
(A.11)
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E|γ4(n, i, l)|2 = β2l β2n
N+2∆k−1∑
u3=N
∑
u2
∑
u4
Al,n(u3 − 2∆k, u2, u3, u4) · R(k −m−∆k)
= β2l β
2
n
N+2∆k−1∑
u3=N
2N−u3−2∑
u4=0
2v+u3−2∆k∑
u2=0
Al,n(u3 − 2∆k, 2u2 − u3 − 2v + 2∆k,
u3, 2u4 − 2N + 2 + u3) · R(u4 + u3 − u2 −N + v + 1−∆k) (A.12)
E|γ5(n, i, l)|2 = β2l β2n
2N−2∑
u3=N+2∆k
∑
u2
∑
u4
Al,n(u3 − 2∆k, u2, u3, u4) · R(k −m−∆k)
= β2l β
2
n
2N−2∑
u3=N+2∆k
2N−u3−2∑
u4=0
2N+2v−u3−2+2∆k∑
u2=0
Al,n(u3 − 2∆k, 2u2 − 2N − 2v + 2 + u3
−2∆k, u3, 2u4 − 2N + 2 + u3) · R(u4 − u2 + v +∆k) (A.13)
E|γ6(n, i, l)|2 = β2l β2n
∑
u2
∑
u3
Al,n(u3 − 2∆k, u2, u3, u2) · R(k −m−∆k)
= β2l β
2
n
N−1∑
u1=0
N−1∑
u2=0
1
4
[cos
pi(l +∆f)(u1 + u2 − 2∆k + 1)
N
+ cos
pi(l +∆f)(u1 − u2)
N
]
[cos
pin(u1 + u2 + 1)
N
+ cos
pin(u1 − u2)
N
] · R(0)
(A.14)
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